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Beacon Avenue as it is now,..
Beacon Avenue





= By the middle of the summer 
E peninsula residents and visiting 
= tourists should be sitting on new 
E benches under the shade of leafy trees 
= lining Beacon Avenue.
E It’s all part of the latest scheme to 
• 5 “beautify” Beacon, making it more of 
E a “people place”.
= Plans for the facelift of Sidney’s 
‘E main street were unveiled by the 
= municipality’s advisory planning 
E commission to a well-attended meeting 
= of local businessmen and residents 
E April 10 in the Margaret Vaughn Birch 
I Hall.
S Included in the planned renovations 
= will be a number of wooden benches,
= planters, about 30 large trees, bushes,
S shrubs, and enlarged sidewalk areas
E; for pedestrians^ j
E And it will all be accomplished 
= without decreasing , the. number of 
parking spaces dn:&eacon or changing " 
5 from angle to parallel parking. . - 
= The plan is the, brainchild of ar- 
> S chitect Peter Burchett, of 903 Bradley 
= Dyne. Burchett told the crowd of 
S about 40 he came up with the plan “on 
„ S my own violition”, and later presented 
= it to the APC and Sidney council for 
their reaction.
= Basically, the scheme calls for the 
E corners of Beacon from Third Street to 
= Fifth Street to be “bayed”, thus 
E creating more sidewalk which can be 
E used to plant trees and shrubs and 
S place wooden benches.
= APC chairman. Aid. Glen 
S McMillan, said the work can be done 
S for “a minimum of cost for taxpayers 
E and a minimum of inconvenience for 
S shoppers and merchants.”
5 McMillan added cost of the plan had 
S not been estimated yet. Figures thrown 
1 out at the meeting ranged from $100 
E per tree and up.
5 Mayor Norma Sealcy, who was also 
S excited about the plan, .said it was all 
E work that could be undertaken by 
E municipal crews.
E Scaley did not say when the project 
= would get underway, but McMilland 
i said he hoped by ,Iunc if not sooner.
5 The plan now goes hack to the APC 
g for cost estimates and final study 
i before going lo; council for official 
g approval.
Burchett, who also developed the 
Sidney Medical Arts building on 
Beacon, told the meeting, “1 have
Trees, shrubs and wider sidewalk are artisEs concept of what plan s 
for beautification of Beacon will do for old post office. 1
A one-day annual sea festival that will 
focus on family events and promises to 
“create the biggest traffic jam Sidney 
has ever seen” was wholeheartedly 
endorsed by Sidney council Monday 
night.
The festival, called Sidney Sea 
Cavalcade, is sponsored by Sidney Lions 
Club and will take place every year on 
the Aug. 16 and 17 weekend.
Though only one day this year, next 
year the festival will jump to three days, 
will include a parade, and if everything 
goes according to plan, will be the 
biggest event ever for Sidney.
Lions Club director Frank Havies 
unveiled the plans for the new festival, 
commenting, “We’re really excited 
about it.”
Havies said a committee chaired by 
Art Kool and involving 40 people has 
been working bn the cavalcade concept 
for seven months.
He told council the Lions Club has 
already set aside $5,000 for this year’s 
cavalcade, which will be held at Tulista 
Park-
Havies was officially before council to 
ask its assistance with some of the work 
in the festival. He said the club wants to 
have municipal work crews cut the grass 
At the park, help dig a pit for a beef 
barbecue, later replace the sod, and 
'■ finally, help erect banners on Beacon 
vand on Fifth near the park.
Council granted each request without 
: hesitation after hearing a long list of 
events and attractions planned for the
Included in the festival this year is a 
dance arid Casino night at Sanscha Hall 
Aug. 16 for adults, followed by a day 
. full of events aimed at family par­
ticipation.
~ ':^;;’^f?^Havies:" - Said-'the'v^Libriss -Club;,
noticed other summer events in the 
Greater Victoria area, such as the Oak 
Bay Tea Party and the Sooke festival are 
“all getting away from the family”.
By contrast, Sidney Sea Cavalcade 
will be completely family oriented, said 
Havies, meaning no beer garden or 
“rowdyism”.
We intended to have more than a one- 
day festival, Havies said, but officials 
the Lions Club contacted indicated a 
one-day affair might be best to start.
Any profits from the cavalcade will go 
to handicapped children on the 
peninsula. However, Havies said the 
club is not looking to make any profit 
this first year.
On Sunday, Aug. 17, the festival will 
kick off with a pancake breakfast and a 
children’s fishing derby. The derby will 
run from sunrise to noon.
Hamburgers, hot dogs, candy floss, 
pop, milk, corn on the cob, etc., will 
also be available throughout the day. A 
seafood barbecue, along with a beef 
barbecue in which a whole steer will be 
on a spit, and an oyster bar will also be 
featured.
Havies said CJVI Radio has agreed to 
have its mobile studio on location from 
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. and other radio 
stations will donate advertising spots for 
the cavalcade.
Displays at the cavalcade will include 
those from. St. John’s Ambulance, the 
Red Cross, the Coast Guard, the 
Batmobile, and the provincial am­
bulance service.
As well. Hayies and the Lions have 
arranged for a log barge to anchor off 
Tulista Park and put put a boom, j 
providing a breakwater for aquatic 
activities. -
A“dozer” 'boat demonstration will 
take place within-the Jog boom, as will a
K
£
always had a warm spot for Sidney”, 
and he recently wondered what could 
be done to improve the town’s ap­
pearance.
He said he had noticed some very 
attractive, small-scale developments in 
Victoria, arid decided to model 
Beacon Avenue after them.
“I went to look at them and asked 
‘Why not in Sidney?’
We don’t seem to get an imaginative 
approach to development in Sid­
ney...because of the general at­
mosphere downtown,!’he .said.
He pointed out the atmosphere was 
no one’s fault in particular, but said a 
rejuvenated Beacon Avenue will at­
tract developers with imagination.
He gave Centennial Square in 
Victoria as an example of a 
rejuvenated area. “The place ex­
ploded... everyone got the di.sease,” 
Burchett said.
But a catalyst was needed.
He suggested Beacon Avenue’s 
catalyst could be a simple “planting 
scheme”.
He showed the audience 
photographs of Beacon Avenue ns it is 
now, and called the street “bleak”.
One method of changing Beacon’s 
appearance would be to enact a sign 
bylaw, Burchett said. “Get us down to 
a whisper and not a .shout." He 
pointed to discreet signs now being 
used and promoted throughout 
Victoria as good examples,
He said bayirig sidewalks is another^ s 
method of changing Beacon’s ap^; ; 
pearance. “It gives a lot more room = 
for pedestrians,” he said. E
The “bay” would only extend e 
around the corners as far as the yellow S 
lines already there, Burchett said. = 
Thus, parking would not be E 
eliminated. As well, the bays would = 
only extend into traffic the width of E 
the parked car, so as to not block = 
lanes. E
A total of 12 such bays would be = 
incorporated at each corner from E 
Third to Fifth Streets, with some = 
additional trees planted along Beacon, s 
■ Two “decent-sized trees” could be E 
planted at each bay, said Burchett. E 
Burchett suggested 15-foot trees be E 
planted —- tall enough to survive any S 
vandalism. E
The response from merchants, most = 
of whom are on Beacon Street, was “ 
positive, and it pleased McMillan and _ 
Scalcy. E
“It can’t do anything but bring them s 
business,” McMillan said. E
One member of the audience agreed = 
wholeheartedly with the scheme, s 
“We’ve got the ugliest little town I’ve = 
ever seen,” she said, E
E
E
' Realtor Karel Drost also agreed with 
the scheme and commented it was the 
same as the one recommended six 
yciir.s ago by the chantber of cont- 







Bernard Monk, above,and William Cass, left, were among World War 1 veterans 
who were entertained April 8 at the Army, Navy and Air Force Veterans Club, 
Sidney branch 302. The occasion - annivcr.sary of the Battle at Virny Ridge.
Monk is 98. Cass is 96. He was wounded twice and awarded the Victoria Cross.
The veterans, most of them in their 90s, rehashed old stories and adventures as 
they watched a performance of the Canadian Scottish, Princess Mary’s Militia Pipe 
and Drutn Corps, under the direction of Major S. Kelly.
The Sidney branch hosts the Vimy night annually but the number of veterans 
aiicnding is slowly diminishing, Age and illness make it difficult for the men to 
travel.
jousting event called “The Great Sidney 
Joust”.
Havies explained the jousting event 
should attract some of the greatest 
attention. It involves six Boston whalers 
each equipped with a gangplank.




Seven of the eight picketting em­
ployees at the Sidney branch of the 
Saanich Peninsula Savings and Credit 
Union went back to work Tuesday after 
the provincial Labour Relations Board 
issued an interim ruling that the em­
ployees’strike and picket line is illegal.
The eighth employee, head teller Judy 
Sayers, is still off work after being fired 
April 1.
The LRB ruling came down after a 
full day of hearings Monday at the 
Harbour Towers in Victoria.
The three-man panel also issued an 
interim cease and desist order against 
future strike action and picketting until 
more evidence is presented at a full-scale 
hearing set for May 6. ^
That hearing is scheduled to last a full 
seven days-arid very likely will be held in 
■'Sidney.
iAt that hearing all putstariding issues 
will be heard, including the Office and 
Technical Employees Union’s charges of 
unfair labor practices.
. . Management will appeal. tVve uirion 
certification, as will the' other eight 
employees at the Sidney branch.
The credit union management will ' 
also submit its original argurrient that 
three employees granted union status 
should be excluded because they are in 
fact managernent positions^
An application by the credit union to 
sue the OTEU for damages stemming 
from the strike action and picketting 
was reserved by the LRB and will only 
be considered if the union fails to hold 
to the interim order.
The interim cease and desist order can 
be dropped, amended or upheld 
depending on the outcome of presen­
tations from the OTEU at the May 6 
hearing.
Eight employees of the Credit union 
originally went on strike April 1 alleging 
management harassment and in­
timidation.
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Two builder,s —• Chris Pike and Ernie 
Ynkomoviclv — along with Inn Cass, 
longtime Saanich politician, were a 
smalt island of town housing defenders 
in the midst of a largely hostile audience 
of close to 100 at « public hearing Inst 
week.
The April 8 meeting was called to 
discuss n bylaw which will reduce the 
number of units allowed on a building 
property from 10.8 per acre to eight. 
The bylaw applies to a number of 
building lots in Sannichton, Btentwood 
and some other parts of Central Saanich 
which arc zoned for development, s 
Many residents spoke out, saying they
favored passage of the bylaw which they, 
believe will preserve the rural way of life
— a way of life which is being 
threatened, speakers said, by too few 
controls.
But developers had a different 
viewpoint. “What arc you going to do
— put a gate at Swartz, Bay and keep the 
people out?" Pike said.
Developers on the Saanich Pcninsulu 
were being “bad-mouthed’’. Pike said, 
and he was getting tired of it, There was 
a lot of talk about the “quality of life” 
by people who cither didn't know — or 
didn’t want to know ■— what town 
housing was ail about, he said,
The concept of a builder ns a rip-off 
artist wa.s incorrect and unfair, Pike
protested, Speaking as a specialist, he 
said town housing could be a very 
desirable form of building — and ns a 
town house builder himself he had never 
ripped anyone off.
Council should not tolcraic the 
slander which was being spread about 
builders through ignorance on the part 
of people, Pike said.
Builders were forced to comply with 
the rules and regulations set by council 
in every respect. Council had absolute 
control of this type of building which 
was more than could be said for a lot of 
single-family developments he said,
“My family came, to this part of the 
country In 1832 and I’m a little sick of 
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strike schools Town housing defenders balk
Reports of vandalism and 
damage, most of it minor, 
were received Monday night 
at a Saanich school board 
meeting.
Windows were broken at 
Elk Lake School and a grid 
and fan in the girls’ 
washroom damaged. On 
both occasions the damage 
was done by people outside 
the school population, the 
board was told.
Two boys smashed a hole 
in the wall of the girls 
washroom at Cordova Bay 
school and, at Claremont, 
one window was broken in 
a stairwell and graffiti 
drawn on the walks of the 
art room.
At Parkland a series of 
six light bulbs, valued at 
$14 each, were vandalized 
by students who will be 
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Continued from Page 1 
some of the Johnny-come-latelys who 
come here and who bought properties 
when the buying was good and now say 
to everyone else: ‘You keep out. We 
want this for ourselves”’.
Municipalities are going to have to 
break open and let people in. Pike said.
Yakomovich agreed with Pike. There 
was a certain framework of laws and 
zoning regulations within which the 
builder worked, he said, and from which 
was not allowed to deviate. He was in 
business to make a profit, sure, but only 
under certain conditions, he said.
‘‘How about the people who want to 
come into this community. Do they not 
have any rights?” Yakomovich asked. 
‘‘Are they to be kept out because people 
who bought their homes when the time 
was right, don’t want them around? ’ ’
‘‘What about young people with 
families, divorced people and single 
parents and old people who don’t have 
homes and can’t afford the ‘quality of 
life’ that some of the established 
residents want to preserve. Don’t they 
have right?”
Describing himself as ‘‘neither a 
resident nor a developer,” Ian Cass sai,d 
there was a misapprehension that thinly 
spaced housing and low density were 
going to improve the quality of building 
in a municipality. This was quite untrue. 
There were housing developments in 
James Bay, 14 or 15 units to the acre 
which were far superior to anything in 
Central Saanich, he said.
Municipal councils had the power to
exercise control over the kind of housing 
built in the municipality but it had 
nothing to do with density.
‘‘All your bylaw is going to do is 
increase the investment a man will need 
to buy a piece of property from, say, 
$20,000 to $22,000. All it will do is to 
deny home ownership to more people 
who need homes,” Cass said.
The other side of the discussion was 
presented by a large number of 
speakers, all of whom attested to the 
need to maintain the rural character of 
Central Saanich and which, they felt, 
would be destroyed by an influx of 
people.
Their desire to see the unit density 
lowered from 10.8 to eight per acre was 
reinforced by a letter from the 
municipality’s advisory planning 
commission supporting the bylaws.
More space for children was needed in 
all building concepts developed in the 
municipality, thought Wayne Watson, 
of Bruce Gordon Place, who pointed 
out that Central Saanich at this point, 
was already depending on North 
Saanich and Sidney for recreational 
facilities. In addition, he said, the 
reduction density in Central Saanich 
building projects added value to homes 
already there.
Fred Askin, George Hamlin, Rose 
Lamb, Bernie Poole and others all 
added their voices to those favoring the 
bylaw. They came to Central Saanich to 
enjoy a certain way of life which hinged 
on open space, fresh air, greenery and a 
rural atmosphere. This was threatened
by developments in the past few years 
which saw housing development after 
housing development in the 
municipality, some of them of poor 
quality.
‘‘Let’s stop right here,” said Peter 
Fane, of Seaboard Crescent. ‘‘I’d like to 
see the density less than eight.”
As people moved into the 
municipality there were more and more 
children, more vandalism, more 
schools, more police protection 
nece.ssary and the changeover from a 
volunteer to a professional fire 
department — in fact all the things 
which would bring about a drastic 
change in the style of life that many 
people so loved in Central Saanich, he 
said.
Chris Upward, Bernice Wilson, Barry 
Cook and Robert Frompton added their 
voices to the faction which favored 
passage of the bylaw. Barry Vivian said
when he came to live on Wallace Drive 
six years ago it was a quiet country road. 
Today it was almost a busy highway and 
a hazard to small children.
The federal AHOP housing 
development in Central Saanich came in 
for some harsh criticism from those who 
were frightened by the influx of people 
and’‘rag-tag” housing which could 
follow, and was referred to as an 
‘‘instant slum” by one speaker.
However, Pike pointed out what was 
a ‘‘slum” to some people might be 
luxury housing to others who were not 
able to afford a home of their own.
Another project dealt with at the 
public hearing was a TrusCan 
development bounded by Lochside, 
Mount Newton and Saanichton Bay, 
which will see about 300 housing units, a 
mix of single-family and multiple 
dwelling, constructed on some 25 acres.
The two bylaws will be submitted to 
municipal council at an early meeting.
Sea cavalcade
A contestant stands on the end of the 
gangplank with an 18-foot pole and a 
boxing glove on the end. Meanwhile, 
two frogmen are in the water. Each 
contestant tries to eliminate his op­
ponents by knocking them into the 
water.
Havies said he has the co-operation of. 
both the coast guard and the navy in this 
event, which should take about two and 
a half hours to complete.
On land, children’s races and a mixed 
wheelbarrow race with both adults and 
children taking part are planned.
As well, there will be a pole 26-feet 
high greased with butter or lard and 
lined with money all the way to the top. 
Anyone will be allowed to try and climb 
to the top and a $50 bill.
The Lions have scheduled a 
professional 22-mile bicycle race around 
the peninsula with the help of a Victoria 
bicycle club.
Fireworks are also on the agenda, and 
Havies assures a very professional job. 
The Lions have sent to Calgary for a 
special fireworks kit — the same used by 
major football teams in the U.S.
Volunteer fire departments around 
the peninsula will be asked to take part
Continued from Page 1
in the ‘‘Battle of the Hoses”, an event 
in which six firemen with a tanker truck 
and two hoses battle opponents until the 
finish. This will take place in the parking 
lot adjoining the park.
There will be a horseshoe team event,
a bicycle decorating contest, for 
everyone and there is a special com­
mittee preparing events for seniors.
Local RCMP have volunteered their 
services in the popular ‘‘dunk tank”,, 
where patrons throw a ball and try to 
knock an RCMP member into the tank 
of water.
Finally, through the day there will be 
a Keystone Kop ‘‘floating jail” where 
patrons can be fined up to 25 cents, 
which in turn earns the patron a button 
saving them from further fines.
Havies said the club picked the Aug. 
16 date after consultation with the 
weather office at Pat Bay Airport.
Aid. Ross Martin commented the 
cavalcade is “obviously highly 
organized”, and said he anticipates it 
will be ‘ ‘ highly successful’ ’.
Martin added he really liked the 
balance offered by the Lions.“You’re 
giving more than you’re taking from 
them (the public),” he said.
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Where to teke your visitors G friends
ilMiilill
The proposed extension 
of Wain Road through to' 
Madrona Drive continues 
to be a controversial issues 
in North Saanich.
Council received a total 
of 17 letters from area 
residents last week, 11 
against the extension, two 
in favour, and four seeking 
further information.
The letters were added to 
the special file on Wain 
Road and will be considered 
when the matter comes up 
again at council at a later 
date.
Meanwhile, the Deep 
Cove and Eastern District 
Property Owners 
Association has called for a 
public meeting on the issue 
witli various officials, 
council and residents in 
attcndencc.
The meeting will be held 
in conjunction with the 
association's annual general 
meeting sometime this 
month.
Finally, the public works 
committee has rccom- 
mcmled the allocution of 
$30,000 in the municipal 
provisional budget for the 
extension be increased to 
$35,000.
Akl. Jay Rangel added he 
thought the project 
qualified for revenue* 
sharing with the province, 
despite Mayor Eric 
Sherwood's assurances the, 
extension did not qualify.
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Eric Sherwood tinklies the ivories. Chuck Harvey sings. The two 
teamed up six months ago and regularly entertain at Silver Threads 
on Resthaven. Above the popular pair got together at lunchtime 
April 9, playing and singing some memorable songs to senior 
citizens.
Two Brentwood youths 
htave been charged in 
connection with a break-in 
at Brownies Recipe Fried 
Cdiicken in Trafalgar 
Square over the weekend.
Central Saanich police 
said Monday the break-in 
took place about 12:40 a.m. 
Sunday and was spotted by 
an employee of the chicken 
outlet who was passing by 
and noticed two males 
inside the Store;
Police were called and a 
short time later two youths 
were apprehended.
Meanwhile “ Central 
. Saanich police have stepped 
up their weekend beach 
patrols and - it brought 
results. Police made a total 
of 11 liquor seizures over 
the weekend.
Chief Bob Miles warned 
those in possession of 




Sidney council agreed to 
place $60,000 in its 1980 
budget for the proposed 
installation of a computer 
in its town offices.
The computer will be the 
same as the one in place at 
Central Saanich and would 
provide the ‘‘optimum” 
system for now and in the 
foreseeable future, Aid.
I Ross Martin said.
He said it will move 
“pretty archaic” systems 
into the pre.scnt day.
Marlin cautioned there 
are allcrnativcs to the 
$60,000 model, but argued 
the futids should be in­
cluded in the budget and if 
council decides on a lesser 




Q. Can a taNpayer claim 
mortgage interest 
payments on liis per­
sonal residence as a 
deduction when filing 
his income tax return?
A. No, he can't. 
Mortgage payments as 
suclt are not deductible. 
However, a federal 
mortgage interest and 
property tax credit is 
under legislation and 
should be effective with 
your 1979 return, Watch 
for legislative changes 
within the next few 
'month*:.
30.3 - 2453 Beacon 
6.56-2411
fen !Si.OCK
TMI; INCOME TAX SPtCl*Ll6t8
will continue their patrols.
Finally, a Victoria man 
and his sister were taken to 
Royal Jubilee Hospital in 
Victoria for treatment of 
injuries following a single 
vehicle accident on the Pat 
Bay Highway near the 
Island View intersection.
Police said a Corvette 
driven by Lawrence Wells, 
of 413-55 Bay left the high­
way Sunday and was 
“totalled”. Wells was taken 
to hospital, treated for cuts 
and abrasions, and 
released.
His sister Larine Wells, 
of Ralph Street, a passenger
in the vehicle, was treated 
for head lacerations and 




North Saanich council has received a minor setback 
in its opposition to development of 25.8 acres bor­
dering Tsehum Harbour and owned by Victoria Aid. 
Bob Wright.
Council’s appeal of the removal of the land from 
the Agricultural Land Reserve has been returned 
because it has not gone through the proper channels.
The land was removed in March from the ALR by 
the Agricultural Land Commission because it thought 
the land would neer be used for agricultural purposes.
Council countered with an appeal to the en­
vironmental land use committee of the provincial 
cabinet. However, it was informed by the ELUC that a 
formal appeal requires the signatures of two land 
commission members.
North Saanich Mayor Eric Sherwood said council 
was unaware of the change in the application 
procedures and was now seeking the support of two of 
the seven commission members.
Sherwood added he did not anticipate any trouble 
obtaining two signatures.
However, should he be unable to obtain the 
signatures, council can appeal directly to the minister 
of agriculture.
Sidney Days
Sidney Days this year will include a giant fun fair with 
lots of booths, and lots of things for the kids, Mrs. 
Eleanor Sowerby announced Friday.
Sowerby, who is president of Sidney Days Society, 
said she’s trying to obtain rides for youngsters and 
“certainly there’ll be the moon walk from Fun City,” 
she said.
Outside Sanscha Hall in the grass area there’ll be food 
booths, concession stalls, and craft stalls, Sowerby said.
The annual regatta will be held the weekend before 
Sidney Days, on June 28 and 29.
SIDNEY MEAT iARKET
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL
Weiners...............$ .99 Lb. ^ ^
.. JO „ 1 .r. Enter Your NameCottage RoUs ....1.69 Lb. PorThcAurnmn 
FREEZER PACKS AVAILABLE Pack Draw 
FROM $43.15 &Up.
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A sound program






Congratulations to Sidney Lions for 
putting together a sound program for a 
summer , sea festival. The program is 
imaginative, well thought out and the club 
has the funds and manpower to support it.
We like the emphasis placed on family 
pleasure and especially those events mapped 
out for children. A fishing derby and races 
for youngsters, for instance, are far superior 
undertakings than the costly fairground rides 
brought in for former festivals. Much better 
and wiser to capitalize on our own natural 
resources — the sea, sun and fresh air.
Among the long list of events planned we 
note there are a number of spectator events as 
well as the kind in which both adults and 
children can participate. It’s the kind of 
program tourists will find attractive.
Decision to hold thejestival in mid-August 
was made apparently after the club sought the 
advice of weather experts and chose a 
weekend most likely — according to previous 
data — to provide good weather.
Highly organized, this festival — or Sidney 
Sea Galvacade, as it will be known — is 
earmarked for success, and deserves the full 
support ‘of the community. Certainly, w'e 
have no hesitation in adding our approval to 
Sidney council’s.
We’re not sure how Sidney Days — set for 
July 1 — will fare now.
Is there room for two summer festivals in 
Sidney? Will merchants support both?
■ : Sidney Days Society has no funds and is in 
: debL lt also has a scant 10 members at the last 
count and will likely find it an uphill task to V 
get its July 1 celebration off the ground. 
Perhaps it would be a good idea if Sidney 
Days supporters were to pool their;resources 
■ with Sidney Lions and put their added weight ' 
belimd the one festival.
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you "through the courtesy of
whvU memm
new and used ® sail and dow^
Sidney 656-2932 
388-5155
COMBI.i; ! L.SLRVICt- 
I Ul.l. CllOICli
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR 




incnibcrship Ice up- 
plictiblc toward oui 
SER VICE
FULFORD HARBOUR
Thu. 0515 10.4 1220 1.8 1950 10.5
Fri. 0045 7.5 0555 10.1 1310 1.8 2055 10.6
Sat. 0200 8.1 0635 9.7 1345 2.1 2155 10.6
Sun. 0320 8.3 0710 9.1 1445 2.7 2305 10.6
Mon. 0505 8.2 0805 8.6 1540 3.3
Tue. 0005 10.6 0645 7.7 0930 8.0 1650 3.9
Wed. 0055 10.6 0745 7.2 1100 7.7 1745 4.4
CHURCH DIRECTORY
Wild swans return to Brentwood Bay with almost same regularity as swallows to 
Capistrano. This is fifth year swans have spent spring on peninsula and here visitor Ruth 







At last, after all these years. Beacon 
Avenue — Sidney’s main street — is to get a 
face lift. And it’s about time. Sidney-North 
Saanich chamber of commerce has been 
talking about it solidly for the last two years, 
and conceivably before that, but it has taken 
a livewire architect from North Saanich — 
Peter Burchett — to provide the push we 
needed.
Many people, especially those in the 
business section of the town have been aware 
of the need to make Beacon Avenue more 
attractive, and the street certainly lends itself 
to the type of beautification proposed — 
enlarged sidewalks, trees, shrubs, bushes, 
flowers, wooden benches and planters.
There’s a special bonus that goes along 
with all this good news. It will all be done at 
very little cost to the taxpayer, we are told, 
and there will be the minimum of in­
convenience to shoppers and merchants.
Bay sidewalks will change the avenue’s 
appearance and give more room for 
pedestrians. Plan is for 12 bays to be in­
corporated at each corner from 3rd to 5th 
Streets.
It is seldom that I become sufficiently annoyed to 
write to you in answer to articles appearing in your 
newspaper. As a rule I consider the source and let that 
suffice. One occasion when I felt compelled to repudiate 
was when your paper ‘accused teenagers of causing an 
accident which was solely the fault of a peace officer — 
not local, I hasten to add. This time 1 refer to your new 
column of March 26 “From The Top Of The Pile.” 
(and l question the word “Top”), specifically your 
observations regarding Ben Ethier.
Ben Ethier is a trifle timid, you say. Well, if timid is 
not throwing insults at and belittling, others, then yes 
Ben Ethier is timid. If having a little compassion for his 
fellow man is timid, then again yes, Ben Ethier is timid.
To quote from your article — “Our advice to him at 
that time was that he withdraw his report—. We think it 
was good advice but Ethier didn’t take it.” I would be 
pleased if you could show me where his report has been 
published as I cannot find it. If you refer to the article in 
the Free Press, that is not Ben Ethier’s report — in fact, 
in my humble opinion, it undid a great deal of the good 
he was trying to accomplish. : T
As you obviously believe this subject to be of such 
importance, and yet gave no constructive assistance to 
■ Ben Ethier, 1 wonder why, from your great wisdom arid;;/ 
/ the availabilityi of your newspaper; you have not made 
any attempt to set wheels in motion towards a solution._ 
“Inarticulate and struggling to express himself” — 
do you, Mr. Editor, speak more than one language, and 
each one flawlessly? “Poorly written” you say — you 
are supposedly a professional in your position, yet may 
1 quote just a few of my observations from one edition 
of the Review — ‘propsective’ - a new word? ‘Apar­
tment for to rent’ - such grammar! ‘Sidney’ and 
‘chamber of commerce’ - do they not rate capitals? 
‘Which is a pity.’ - that is a sentence? May I suggest the 
' old adage to you, Mr. Editor - ‘People in glass 
houses....’
I fully realize, Mr. Editor, that you do not write 
everything that is printed in your paper, but 1 do know 
that you, as Mr. Editor, are responsible for every word 
appearing in that paper.
It is with a great deal of pleasure that 1 remind you. 
Sir, that in spite of your derogatory remarks about him 
over the years, Ben Ethier topped the polls in the recent 
election. Does that not shake your faith in your 
judgment, or is our community overrun with ignorant 
people?
As advice is being so freely handed out, may I give 
mine to you, Mr. Editor ~ publish just one more issue 
of the Sidney Review containing only the names of those 
persons you have insulted and misquoted over the years, 
plus some of the untruths — a weighty tome that would 
be — and then retire under that “pile” you allowed to 
be published, and to which the author did not have the 
intestinal fortitude to attach his/her name.
I wonder il you .sleep well at nights, Mr. Editor? Ben 
Ethier does, 1 know, because 1 am
Mrs. Hen F.lhlcr 
224S .lames While Houlcvard, 
Sidney
On April 2 Prince Charles opened the annual general 
meeting of the United World Colleges at the Lester 
Pearson College of the Pacific. According to a report in 
the Victoria Daily Colonist, the prince referred to his 
uncle, the late Lord Mountbatten, stating “...he had 
lived through two world wars and had seen the results of 
a lack of understanding. So, if we try, maybe we will be 
able to establish a global force of peace, which was his 
greatajm.”
Last year I understand that the Canadian Govern­
ment spent $70,000 on peace research. This is a minute 
sum compared to the defence budget.
More and more Canadians are realizing that except 
for a bare minimum for “peace keeping”, tax money 
spent on the military is waste. It does not protect us or 
deter others from making war.
Instead of tagging along as a tenth rate military 
power, why not spend the money on peace research to 
promote international understanding. Canada could ' 
lead other nations in this and make us all proud of being 
Canadians again.













Family Service and 
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Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478















Meets each Sunday 
Keating Elent. School 
\ 6843 Central Saanich Rd. 
Lord’s Supper 9:30 a.m. 
Family Service 11:00 a.m. 
I Cottage Meeting? :00 p.m.
Phone 
1656-4730 652-2669
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From time to tirne, an anguished howl goes up to the 
effect that .someone wms misquoted either in the papers, 
radio or T-V. Funny, I have never had that problem, 
even though I have been interview'ed many times during 
the past 21 years.
It may have been that the subject matter, fostering, is 
not as divisive as some of the other problems besetting 
us. Though fostering is a complicated subject, there is a 
general consensus that some provision has to be made 
for children whose families cannot look after them and 
that for most of these children a foster family is the best 
substitute.
Thus, over the years, 1 have been accorded by many 
people in the media more than a fair hearing. I found 
they arc concerned about these children and their 
families and, within their job con.straints, did all they 
could to inform the community about the multi-faceted 
world of fostering, including the need for a continuous 
supply of nesv foster families.
I do not mind admitting that 1 envy (and I have told 
many reporters personally), their ability to ab.sorb a 
great ma.ss of verbal and written information and, in a 
comparatively short time, shape it into a story which 
usually contains the heart of the matter.
Perhaps it is their professional altitude to their work 
which impresses nic. They are punctual, pleasant but 
business-like and constantly amaze me with their 
knowledge about a bcwildciing,array of topics which 
may range liuiiiaii pollution to street kids,
I salute them all and their honourable craft! ■
Hernlce Li'vilz Puckfurd 
152 € a ml) rid go Sireel 
Viclorln







9686 - 3rd. St. Sidney
OLDFIELD ROAD 
GOSPEL CHAPELl
Rev. Ken W. Finstad 
479-6237 
Gospel Chapel 
Sunday, April 20th 
ll:(X)a.m. Morning 
Worship 
6:00 p.m. Evening Service 
Thursday





The Church ‘ By The Lake
Elk Lake
Community Baptist 
5363 Pat Bay Highway 
9:30 a.m. Family
Church School
10:30 a.m. Morning 
Service 
Nursery & Junior 
Church




8:00 a.m. Holy 
Communion 
11:15 a.m. - FAMILY 





Friday, April 18 
10:00 a.m. Rummage 
Sale
Rector











OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030 Third St., Sidney
(while under construction) 
Saturday Mass only 
7 p.m. at St. Paul’s 
United Church 
2410 Malaview
Rev. Will Dob.son 
652-3860 
Wardens:
A.L. l-saac 652-2138 
A.S, McNeil 652-2651
60.YEARS AGO;
From Ihe April IS, 1920 liwiie of The Review 
Mr. Guy Walker, of James Island, paid a short visit 
to Sidney on Tuesday, and while here looked up a few 
oldtinie rriemis. Guy, Uespiic Itis 72 years, is still young 
and energetic and is (piitc conlldcni that he could 
repeal, if necessary, his stunt of 1915-16 during the 
severe snow storm, when all irnl’flc was blocked, On this 
occasion urgent business called him to Victoria, and he 
walked all the way in from Sidney. He closed his 
tailoring business down in 1917 and later established a 
store on James Island,
50 YEARS AGO:
From Ihe April 17,1930 Issue of The Review 
The Montreal Canndiens Just captured the Stanley 
Cup led by young Howie Morenz, while in Sidney Mrs, 
J,Ti Readings celebrated her 7.Trtl birthday April 13 
wilh family and friends. The family members present 
inclulled Mrs. J. Bosber, Mrs. W. Ikswlck, Mrs, J, 
Mnrsball, Mrs, A. Jone.s, Mrs, W. Brock, Me,ssrs. .LB. 
Readings, z\,A. Readings, A. Readings, H..L Readings, 
and R.E. Readings.
Meanwhile. Saturday ttlTernooii at Norilt Saanich the 
Ganges jiublic .scliouls l)U),s played the Nuttli .Saanich 
public schodl boys a game of football which ended in 
favor of Ganges, the score being 5-4. The local boys 
plavlnti on the learn were: Billy Wlmbrup, Ray Par­
sons, George Elliot, Cyril Beech, l)d Hatris, Sam 
Beddls, Gordon Parsons, Macky Mouat, Roily Inglis, 
Percy Nelson and Douglas Harris.
40 YEARS AGOi
From the April 17, 1940 Issue of The Review
A.E, Hull was elected president of the South Van­
couver Island Potato Association at the organization 
meeting Thursday. Others elected to the executive in­
cluded: George T. Michcll, viee-presldent; C.G, Filed, 
second vice-presideiu; Lome Thompson, secretary- 
ircasurer; Edward Maher, cluiirmnnof committees and 
marketing: W.D, Michcll, deinonsiration and 
education; L.C. Hagan, eo-operniioit,
Talk about your daffodils with long stems! Mrs, 
William 1 ane of East Saanich Rd. was reading in the 
daily press about some lady in Victoria having daffodils 
with sterns 28 inches long. Well, .said Mrs, Lane to 
herself, why I have .some that arc almost twice that long, 
and she hied forth and measured some of the tallest in 
her garden, The tape reads 40Vj incites from the root to 
the flower. ;
' Mrs, Lane sent the long flowers into the Review and 
we have had tiiem on display in our window, Many 
passersby have ‘.topped to gaze upon the,extra long,, 
stemmed daffodils, including a Scaiidanavian from the 
high seas who exctaiineil: "By yimminy, if dey hadda let 
.slat gi ovv il initia bin a goosl mast foi the boat."
.10 YEARS AGO;
From the April 19,1950 Issue uf The Review 
Charles Allan (Ted) Thomson, « native son of the 
.Saanich Peninsula, passed away at I’oitland, Oregon, 
on Sunday, .April 16, T he deceased, the seventh son of 
the lateMr. and Mrs, William Thomson of Ban­
nockburn Farm, Mourn Newton Rd., was born on tlie 
farm in 1873,
■■■■-■■ it
Peter Wheeler, a grade nine slndent at North Saanich 
high school, has been awarded first prize in the Navy 
League of Canada essay contest for B.C, Peter’s essay 
now tu’coincs a conlciulcr for the Dominion asvards, 
with one essay submitted from eucli of lire 10 provinces.
20 YEARS AGO:
From the April 20, I960 Issue of The Revlesv
Work on the Pat Bay lligliwuy and the Swartz Bay 
ferry terminal is in full swing now with eontraciors 
calling for a June 15 comiileiioii date, Three separate 
projects were under way: the construction of the liigh- 
way froivi'Saiulown Racetrack north; the eonstruction 
of the jetty and wharf fneiliites; and the preparation of 
the ferry service offices and tr afHe fncllilies.
*r
Meanwhile, the only day plant on the Saanich 
Peninqilri, Ra;':m Bay Brick and Tile I id., at the corner 
of Ba/an Bay Road and Ibu Hay. is n|) for sale, The last 
operators of the plant were a Vancouver firm. Deeks- 
NleUride 1 td., wliich ceased operations at the end of 
November. 1959,
10.YEARS AGO: ^
From the April 22,1970 Issue nf The Review 
youngsters earned the elumec of a lifetime when top 
Li,s, golf pro Al /.tniniernum moved here in semi- 
retiremem and setup a free clinic at Ardmore Golf 
Course last week.




Sunday, April 20(li 
30 a.m. Mattims 
Sunday School 
7:30 p.m. Praise & 
Worship 
Wednesday, April 23rd 
0:00 a.m, Communion 
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Rev. Ivan Fuller 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 
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7:30 p.m, Wednesday 
Prayer'
ALL ARE WELCOME 
Pa.stor 11.E, Dawes 
656-6940
Gospel








Pastor Tom Gardner 
Office: 656-3544 
Home: 652-45.21 
“In essentials • unity; in 
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Piper of Canadian Scottish Princess Mary's Militia plays **Amazing 
Grace'' as Vimy vets are piped home.
Tom Cronk Photo
While Victoria city council seems to 
be having second thoughts about a 
proposed convention centre for its 
downtown waterfront, North Saanich 
Aid. Jay Rangel has offered a helpful 
suggestion: turn over some of the funds 
for the centre for a new Sidney/North 
Saanich library .
Rangel made the proposal last week in 
a letter to Saanich and the Islands ML A 
and Finance Minister Hugh Curtis. 
Curtis is the minister responsible for the 
provincial capital commission, which 
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When one-half of the 
teachers in one Saanich 
district school got a letter 
saying: “For you, this is 
it,” it had a pretty 
damning effect on morale, 
Saanich School board 
trustees were told Monday 
night.
In a brief presented on 
behalf of the Saanich 
Teachers’ Association, 
Elsie McMurphy, president, 
said 62 district teachers, 
one-sixth of the total 
district teaching staff, were 
on “temporary” em­
ployment. Of that number 
25 were in their first year of 
temporary employment 25 
in their second year and the 
remainder in their third to 
sixth year of temporary 
employment.
She was aware that the 
board’s unwritten policy 
regarding “temporary” and 
“continuing” employment 
was supported in law and 
that temporary ap­
pointments were 
necessitated by teachers on 
full or partial leaves of 
absence but the system was, 
nonetheless, demoralizing.
Each year teachers on 
“temporary” were told in 
March that their em­
ployment was terminated at 
the end of June. For some it 
was traumatic.
“I got my third letter and 
this year I only cried for a 
week,” one teacher told 
McMurphy. It was par­
ticularly trying for those 
who were buying houses or 
trying to raise families.
“When we discussed this 
matter earlier in the year,” 
the brief stated, “we were 
told, and quite accurately, 
that temporary teachers 
could be put on continuing 
contracts or they could be 
fired. Our presentation to 
you is on behalf of the 
teachers in Saanich, 
whether temporary or not, 
since so many of us are 
affected by the situation 
one way or another.”
The current staffing 
practice was based on the 
assumptions that pupil 
enrolment was declining 
and that all teachers on 
leave would be returning to 
full-time positions.
jwas^available, and only if Victoria 
"council rejects the new centre.:
“I would submit that in the event that
these funds do, in fact become available, 
that they be used in erecting or acquiring 
a very much needed new library for 
Sidney and North Saanich,” said the 
letter.
Though he cautions that he only 
speaks for himself and not for either 
North Saanich or Sidney councils.
Finally, Rangel took a parting shot at 
Victoria: “With full regard and af­
fection for the beautiful city of Victoria, 
I would respectfully subinit that our 
capital city has been much favoured 
with many magnificent and generous 
public works funded by the taxpayers of 
the province. In an unkind moment, a 
less charitable obser\’er than I might 





a beautiful way to walk through Spring
Light, Soft and fresh are hey xvords to 
describe KORL'f'ssjfrixig collection of 
CO - 0)'d i not ed sfo rtsxvea / •.
You will delight hi the ueuf Lhisport 
fabric — its sophisticated ‘diueu-look" 
text ure has the easy-ca re of 100% 
Dacron. It travels well.
Colours are definite, but soft-hued: 
nat ural, wheat or warm creanry yel­
low. Blouses in .subdued wheat, cream 
and yellow patterns co-ordinate with 
the suit — are designed to enhance, not 
overshadow.
Jackets (short-sleeved and long), skirts 
and slacks may be pu rchased sepa rate­
ly to make up your own look.
Come in.soon to view this 
.superb collection.
€
CN A/i'O.'KORETgabardine, in 
stock allyear round. In 
.smart navy, black or brown.
LADIES Corner of Verdier Ave.
AridWestSaanicli Road. 652-5612 * ''




Mr. Joseph Dospot, pharmacist and owner of St. Anthony's Clinic Pharmacy and the 
Peoples Drug Mart in Langford is pleased to announce the purchase of Brentwood Bay 
Pharmacy from Mr. H.G. Pattison. Mr. Rond Walsh, pharmacist, has been appointed 
manager, and Mr. Pattison will continue on staff on a part-time basis. All other staff 
members will continue in their present position.
Expansion and renovation of the pharmacy will take place within the next few 
weeks, to provide a more complete drug store service with a larger selection of 
merchandise at competitive prices. New, convenient people services will also be 
introduced within the next few weeks.
Mr. Despot owned the Royal Oak Pharmacy from 1966 to 1972, and Is familiar with 
the needs of this area and community. Independent pharmacies play an Important 
role in a progressive community — It is the Intent of Brentwood Bay Pharmacy to keep 



















BAND AIDS SX-70 EACH REACH
DEODORANT
SECRET $1 
ROLL ON 50 ML
GO’S
(Limit 2 per customer)
DIMETAPP ELIXIR 100 ML *1.39
TAMPAX








40's YARDLEY SOAPS 3 X 100 GM.
COLD CAPSULES All Day, All Night 24's 4 EACH LOTUS COLOGNE ,..,..,.*4.99
iim>inTwiiiiij|iiiiiiWiiniii>mn
Prices in effect 









A proposal for. a 
pedestrian and cycling trail
system in the Ardmore area 
has gone to North Saanich
We’re Giving You Our Heart






Corns «toy with us.
Close to downtown, within wolking distonco to most theatres, shop- 
ping molls & beaches.
•Cofo Corillon for breokfosl. lunch & dinner.
'Live ontortoinment in our Night Welch lounge.
•Doncing nightly in the Dovie Huis Pub.
• Individual bolconios with panoramic views ol the city, 
horbor. mountoins and the sea.
'Color cob!© vision with in-house movies.
'Sounas ond outdoor pool.
• Free covered porking.
CALL TOLL FREE:
112-S&0-663-9533
1160 DAVIE STREET. DOV/NTOWN VANCOUVER 
Present on Check In Volid to Moy 31. 1980
advisory planning com­
mission for further study 
after its presentation April 
8 to council.
The proposal came from 
Dianne and Chtirles Hanan, 
7309 Ardmore Drive, and 
calls for a trail along the 
municipal right of way on 
Hartfell Road from Aboyne 
through to Bradley Dyne, 
connecting Braemar, and 
Dalkeith in the process.
In a letter to council, the 
Hanans suggest that many 
of the former trails used by 
Ardmore residents have 
been quickly disappearing 
as empty lots are purchased 
or built on.
“Since the trails through 
private property must be 
abandoned, we would 
appreciate having council 
look into creating walking 
trails compatible with the 
natural surroundings 
through unopened portions 
of road right-of-ways,” 
said the Hanan letter. ■
In addition to the 
Hartfell Road path, they 
suggest upgrading the 
present rough trail along 
Glenelg going in both 
directions from Dalkeith 
Road.
“If this was upgraded it 
would permit passage of a 
stroller or child’s bike,” 
said the letter. As well, 
barriers could be installed 
to keep motorcycles and 




















'■ for Itcc tistinuiiey
2104 Malaview 
Sidnev
One of Canada’s foremost watercolorists — Harry 
Heine of Brentwood — will be the featured guest artist 
at the 27ih annual Saanich Peninsula Arts and Grafts 
Society May show and sale at Sanscha Hall.
Heine, a marine artist who specializes in water- 
colors of ships and the sea, if formerly of Edmonton, 
but now makes his home on the Saaniqh Peninsula. An 
absorbing and hard-working artist, Heine is vice- 
chairman of the Federation of- Canadian Artists and 
has been commissioned by both federal and provincial 
government, more recently for the Captain Cook 
bicentennial paintings and limited edition prints which 
were presented to dignitaries world-wide.
His paintings hang in many permanent collections, 
including Mendel Art Gallery, Gulf Oil and B.G- Tel.
Heine’s daughter, Caren, will be demonstrating 
various techniques'in watercolor painting at the show. .. 
Caren, an Associate of the Federation of Canadian
Artists, paints flowers and plants, and her medium 
also, is watercolor.
The young artists is especially noted for her detailed 
work in flowers, leaves and fruit and had her work 
selected for the University of British Columbia’s “200 
Years of Botany” exhibition which opened in Van­
couver in April, 1979, and will tour Canada.
Nearly one-third of the space at Sanscha is given 
over each year to demonstrations of different kinds of 
arts and crafts. Woodcarver Charles Mackie and oil 
painter Jessie Stewart are two SPAC members who 
will be showing how it’s done.
And a reco^ized potter of wheel-thrown and hand- 
built forms — Pat Webber of Victoria — will 
demonstrate wheel-throwing of pots. Her work was 
shown at the Empress Hotel November last and is 
currently on exhibit at a Brentwood gallery.
.Also demonstrating—- this time some unusual
techniques — is weaver Frances Hunter. As well, 
Helen Rogak, winner of a SPAC lithography 
scholarship, will be drawing in pastels, graphite and 
charcoal and John Agg from Qualicum will be 
showing procedures for enamelling on copper.
Altogether, many crafts and some 120 paintings by 
300 SPAC members will be on display. Several 
members won outstanding awards in 1979 and their 
most recent work will both be on display and for sale.
The ans and crafts exhibition al Sanscha Hall is 
May 3 and 4, from 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. each day. 
Tickets are 50 cents at the door or from members, and 
lunch, from 11:30 to 1:45 p.m. and tea from 2:15 to 5 
p.m. is available.
Door prizes valued at more than $500 have been 
donated by Ralph Roberts (sculpture), Gwen Taylor 






For the first lime ever, 
the Admiral Budge Sea 
Cadet Corps of Sidney will 
host the Pacific Regional 
Cadet Sail-off April 17 
through'21.
The sail-off is the annual 
cadet sailing championship 
and involved more than 65 
cadets from around the 
province,
The visiting cadets will be 
housed at building No. 11 
at the Pat Bay Airport. 
Sailing action gets un­
derway at 10 a.m. April 18 
at Hazan Bay,
IS sure
vent visited ns yet 
our new Spriny; Fashions
even ivorc have arrived 
: shice ihe >hour ■ ' :
SUMMER SPORTSWEAR 
DRESSES - for all ages 
L’EGGS & PHANTOM PANTYHOSE 
Wide Selection of VELOURS 
T-SHIRTS - SHORTS












The Sidney breakwater committee is 
nearly back to “square one” in its 
application for federal funding from the 
federar Small Crafts and Harbours 
branch, Mayor Norma Sealey said 
Monday.
Sealey told a council meeting much 
of the information supplied in the 
original application to the Small Crafts 
and Flarbours was not required, and was 
part of the reason the application was 
turned down,
Sealey was responding to a question 
from Aid, Eleanor Sowerby demanding 
to know how long before progress is 
made on the breakwater.
Aid. Ross Martn had indicated prior 
to Sealey’s statement that the original 
application “did too much too soon”. 
Martin said the comment was not a 
criticism of prior efforts, and said the 
committee only found out about the 
application's requirements recently,
The breakwater committee recently 
met with the Small Crafts and Harbours 
To find out what information is needed 
in order to resubmit the application.
Martin suggested it will be a matter of 
months before the application goes back 
to the Small Crafts Branch. We want to 
make sure it is successful this time, he 
said.
Earlier in the meeting Martin told 
council the committee is taking a lower 
profile than in the past. He said the 
reason for the quiet approach is that the 
committee prefers it that way and is 
perhaps working “more solidly” than in 
the past because of it.
Meanwhile, in response to a letter 
about the breakwater, Marlin said the 
committee will get together a proposal 
for the breakwater and present it to the 
community for its acceptance or 





*17 CHATHAM ST, 
VICTOHIA, «,C. Vlt tM 
PH0HIJIS-!1S(M
Area co-ordinator Rose 
Colville installed new 
officers at the March .tI 
meeting of TUPS HC 98(1: 
held In the United Church 
Hall, Brentwood Bay, 
Officers installed were Lylii 
Walker, leader; Betty; 
McKecknic, cpTciulerl, 
A del n i d e G i Ipi pu r, 
secreinry; Joyce Armour,
treasurer, and ViQuesnelle, 
weight recorder.
Corsages and charms 
wore, presented to the 
previous officers. A special 
presoniation \va.s made to 
Molly Essery for her 
splendidweight loss during 
the yenr, and a prcnciuntlon ' 
was nuide to Dolly 
Hamilton,
nmmBER, ihere*s •IW
Cal’s, Vn'ilisters ■ 2405, Bcdcon (Uppci', Mali)
(elevator from Parking Lot entrance) 656*3342






9825 - 3td St.





















4^50A West Saanich Rd.
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Everything you want from a store
and a little Mf
ROASTS
Bottom Round or Rump (Ist, 2nd or
Corner Cuts)
GROUND BEEF
Regular Quality B A ^
C2.62 kg)..............Canada Grade A lb-1 m
PORK STEAKS
C1.96 kg) Cut from 
Shoulder Butts lb. pkg. 
or over
SI DE BACON
In the Piece "Rindless”




Tiadttioh, Regular pt Dtv Srind
Crest (Regular or Mint) or Aim 
150 mL tubes
JOHNSON’S
Baby Powder 680g Plastic Shaker or 
Baby Oil 950 mL container
Safeway Boy’s Nylon Blue Ass’t. sizes 










SHOP LOCALLY FOR FESENDLY SEEViCE AND COMPETITSVE PEiCSNG
ANTIQUES AND SECOND HAND
Brentwood Bargain Barn 
7U5West5aanich 652-17 1 1 
Danish Upholstery & Drapes 
7177 W. Saanich Rd.--652-1591 
Sidney Bargain House 








Satellite Fish Co. 
Foot of Beacon — 656-2642
Brentwood Candyman








Fantasia Fashions lor Children 
1209 Verdier Ave, -- 652-3553
Brentwood Florist and Garden Shop 
7111 West Saanich Rd, — 652-2131 






Marsh Centre ol Art
2447 Beacon Ave. -- 656'0222
Sidney Art
2505 BeaconAve - 656-4812
CHILDCARE 
P.a.I.s. Child Centre 






Danish Upholstery A Drapes
7177 W. Saanich Rd,
Island Furniture Mart




Brentwood Hardware and Athletics
7103 West Saanich Rd, - 652-2822
Mitchell and Anderson Lumber Company
2506 BeaconAve.--656-1 134
Sidney Link Hardware
24U n<';Kcn A;yA, 556-271?
Towns-End Hardware
1197 Verdier Avo, — 652-4 224




2280 BeaconAve:..  656-1 1 76
INDIAN SWEATERS
Sidney Art”
2505 BeaconAve ’-ese-ABl?. :
LUMBER AND SUPPLIES
Butler Bros, Bulldall





Beacon Plaza Mall 656-3314
SECRETARIAL SERVICES 
Sunshine Secretarial Services 




10134 McDonald Park Rd, - 656’4033 :
Marsh Marino Charterboats
244 7 Beacon Avo,, Box 2609656-1611
Roy's All-Bay Marine Services
10134 McDoaild Park Rd, -- 656 7023
Skookum Manufacturing
2072 Henry • 656 7311
Brentwood Bay Pharmacy
7181 WestSaanich Rd. - 652-1821
Shoppers Drug Mart
Beacon Plaza Mall -• 656-1102
Sidney Pharmacy
2416 BeaconAve. •• 656 IT68
PHOTOGRAPHY AND SUPPLIES
Flint Motors
2391 Beacon Avo,- 656-1922 
Harbour Texaco
10421 Resthaven Dr,- 656-5033
Pickering Auto-Marine
2491 Sevan Ave. - 656-2422
SHOE STORES
AUTO BODY & PAINTING
Superior Collltfon ,
2104 Malav!OW-~656-5581
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND SERVICES






Royal Bank ol Canada 
l)83Verdier-652-U?3 




Deacon Plaza Malt ” 656-4414 i
DRY CLEANERS 
Busy Bee One'Hour Dry Cleaners 
7103 West Saanich FW, - 652-2322 
Busy Bee One-Hour Dry Cloaneri 
2349 EloaconAvo. --656-2544 
Stylo-Tone Cleaners 
9812 ^IhSt,-- 656-2322 
Village Valet
One-Hour Drivft-ln Cleaners
7A.7120 West Saanich Rd, -• 652-1555
GARBAGE DISPOSAL 
Sidney Clean-Up Service 
10229 McDonald Park Rd. ' -056-1920
GIFT SHOPS
Miramar cTrds and Things
2457 Beacon656-4316
The Thought Shop
7167 West Saanich Rd. ■- 652’3612
JEWELLERY STORES
Christine Laurent ’




2238 Harbour Rd - 656-3167 
Sea Chest Sailing Shop 
9732:’lstSt. “- 656-6621 :
Suntime Yacht Shop 
2449 BeaconAve •"666-2434
Just-Rite Photos
2401 EleaconAve, -- 656:661 3
PLUMBING SUPPLIES
P, A B, Plumbing and Bath Supplies




24 75 Beacon Avo,- 656-4724 , ^
Town Square Shoes





10114 McDonald Park Fid, -656-1313
BATH BOUTIQUES 
P, «.B,Pfumbing«ndlBliith Suppllsi 
9783 .3rd St.-656.2514 
The Happy C.oc4<»r
2405 Beacon- 6:i6.4? u
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
thorne-Le'nn’on Electric




11-7120 West Saanich Rd, - 652-1222 










Brentiwod Food Giant 
7154 West Saanich Rd.
Brentwood Super Mart




2132 KoatingX Rd,, 652*1 188
Queen’s Pay-Less Grocery







24 05 Beacon Avo, 6 56'4 7 U
LADIES WEAR 
Alyce's Fashion*
7105 Wovt Saanich Rd 
The Cat's Whisker*
2405 BeaconAve,-656'3342
Gal's Pal Ladle* Wear
7855 Ea*tS,!ianichRd.- 652-472 l
Sidney Fashion Flair
24 71 FJeacon Ave, -"" 656-6433
Spooner'* Ladies Wear





7005 East Soanich Rd .- 652-24 1 1
Sidney Meat Market 
9780 2ndSt. " 656-7535
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICES 









Brentwood Bay Sporting Good*. 
7105AW Saanich Rd, ■- 652-56I4 
Harvey’s Sporting Good*
2485 Beacon Avo, -666-4393 , ,7
24 52, BG,:)tonAvo, - 656-5641
REAL ESTATE 
Block Bros, Realty Ltd,
STORAGE ■ , ,
Mini Sell Storage
10201 McDonalc) ParkRd, -’- (i56'5321
TELEVISION SALES AND REPAIRS
2418 Be,’iron Avo .. 656 55R'l
Gordon Hulme Ltd.
2444 Beacon Avo.- 656-n64
Archer-WelanerTV Service 
9 764 -5th St.--'656-51 14
7174AW SeanichRd,..:652'4512
ni>:. L.Gaar.iChPd, CS? 47'
2405 BeaconAve, -esO'Sesi
iNHicwl
Georgette'* Fabric* and Craft*
2459 Re,iron-6661,1,3?,1
meie kworm




7046 KeatingXRd • 657 4437
'Waih-RIte
Shop-WI«e , LEATHER A SUEDE FASHIONS
9B19-5thSt. ' : fopLealhexFlutiw'"’’^”
Sidney Super Food* Downtown Sidney 2497, Beacon Ave:6,56'0,131 
,.uu»vl.u.uliUulO,duu„ , , , iockSMITHS
Peninsula Lock
2351 Be,scon Ave  656-4211
, ' Ron Shearer
9333 Maryijir.ri Df. •':-'656’5l)7 7
MUSIC AND RECORDS
J,J, RecordCentre
2405 Beacon Ave, 656-7522
Sidney Music
2495 FJeatonAve -. 656 4818
NEWSPAPER , '
SIdfsey Review
9831'3rdSt,-.. 656-1 1 51
NURSERIES AND GARDEN SUPPLIES
RESTAURANTS 
Bayshore Family Restaurant
812 Verdier Jwo ..652-3622
Clipper Inn,
2558 BevanAvo - 656-4640 
Deep Cove Chalet 








2436 Baflcon,Avo—- 656-14 1 1 
Village Toy and Hohby Shoppe 
43-7120 W.Sannich Rd, ~'652-583(
656 5596
Lirygland Garden Supplies 
Next to Sidney Super FoexJs
P.SINTa.Nn WAl.t P8PFP 
CloverdaltTFilnTTFapef






2068 Henry - 656-5555 
Butler Bros. Concrete
UPHOLSTERY AND DRAPES
Danish Upholstery ft Drape*
7177 ’22.,SfwnichRd.- 652-159
VARIETY STORES 
Sidney News and Var iety




KeatingXRd > Oldfield Rd,652-4484
Sidney Fireplace Shop
9786 "2tuJSt,"•'656-3831
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9 e« for some very good reasons
Sh<Pj) LocdUy a( . . .
There are so many diplomas 
and ceriificates hanging on the 
walls of this business that it’s hard 
to believe Harbour Texaco is a 
service station and not a doctor’s 
office.
The certificates are there 
because of consistently good 
service and workmanship by all 
staff including John McCrea, Dan 
Smith and Richard Berben. For 
two years now the station has 
received the Texaco VIP Award 
for excellence.
Five highly-trained staff headed 
by owners Nick and Archie 
Reedeker are on hand at 10421 
hand at 10421 Resthaven to
HARBOUR TEXACO
provide quick, skilled service for 
all makes of car, whether 
domestic or import.
The station is famous for its 
cheerful crew, and supports its
own hockey team. The Harbour 
Texaco Eagles and Pee Wee Reps.
Hours are 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Monday to Friday and 8 a.m. to 6 
p.m. Saturday.
Shop Locally at .
Where can you dine at a Queen 
Anne antique table, feast your 
eyes on unique decorative wall 
panels, listen to Seventeenth 
Century Baroque music and enjoy 
Beef Wellington or rack of lamb 
Provencale?
At the Latch, of course...one of 
the Peninsula’s most esteemed 
restaurants where j^he extensive 
menu is rivalled only by the,; 
courteous attention given by its 
.'■staff. :„■■■
Desigiled by Sam Maclure, The 
Latch was built as a summer 
residence for Lt;-Gov. Walter 
Nichol in 1926. It became a 
restaurant a year and a half ago
THE LATCH
when Fred Oldfield and Robin 
Thompson bought the heritage 
building.';
Located at 2328 Harbour, the 
structure and interior detail make 
any meal an experience —
whether for relaxed Sunday 
brunch (11:30 a.m.; to 2 p.m.), 
friendly lunch ( noon to 2:30 
weekdays) or delightful dinner 
(from 5 p.m. on weekdays).






: , t-;,, ■ ■/'
P
□
Slio[> Locally at . . .
What started six years ago as a 
smalt operation with only two 
trucks is today a booming 
business handling almost all of the 
North Peninsula’s ready-mix 
needs.
Beacon Ready-Mix, 2068 
Henry, now keeps six large mixer 
trucks busy six days a week and 
rntmager Gordon Martman says 
it’s because his company provides 
better mix and quality control that 
business has been growing at a 
steady rate.
Whether it is for domestic or 
commercial concrete pours, gravel 
for local home-builders, drain 
rock, steel culverts or an exposed 
aggregate driveway — Martman
BEACON READY»MIX
keeps a close eye on the job and 
co-ordinates the pour, large or 
small, along with his 10 full-time 
staff.
Last year the company donated 
extra mix to the Hotel Sidney’s
launching ramp, which was a 
boon to local anglers. The 
company is always available for 
charitable work.




Shop Locally at ...
In this swiftly progressing area, 
Christine Laurent Jewellers, at 
2432 Beacon, is proud to be 
offering its services to the 
Community.
This is a new and dynamic 
business, bringing together the 
best of two worlds to serve the 
residents of Sidney and the 
Peninsula with the expertise of a 
fully experienced personnel: 
Christine Millar (with oyer 23 yrs. 
experience), Evelyn,,King, Mrs.
; Rosko and Michelle.
Besides .;a breath-catching 
collection of diamonds and gold 
jewellery, Christine Laurent 
chooses a wide variety of gift- 
wares from all parts of the world, 
tiny Limoges miniatures from 





Czechoslovakia, East Germany 
and Poland.
The Service Department at 
Christine Laurent offers expert 
watch repairs, crystal repairs, and
all phases of jewellery servicing 
from ring sizing to remounting 
gems. There’s also an appraisal 
service for both Insurance pur­
poses or Estate Probate.
Do come in and visit: there is 
always a warm welcome!
□
;;■,
Shop Locally at ...
It may be hard to find the 
perfect gift, but it’s never hard to 
choose the perfect card or 
wrapping paper when you shop at 
Miramar Cards and Things at 
2457 Beacon.
In fact this fascinating shop is 
also an ideal place to look for a 
reasonably priced gift for anyone 
on your shopping list, With 
everything from cuddly sttiffed 
animals to games, china mugs, 
pierced earring ladders and 
incense-scented air fresheners, 
this store ■ has something for 
everyone.
Helen and Paula Orympa, and 
Alice Hall help browsers find just 
what they want --whether it is
MIRAMAR CARDS AND
THINGS
personalized stationary'i unique 
cards, or tickets to a performance 
at the McPherson Playhouse, 
Royal Theatre or University 
Centre. ^
With this much selection it’s a 
treat to drop in during a lunch 
hour or any time between 9 a.m. 












Shop Locally at BRENTWOOD FOOD GIANT
It is like a good old-fashioned 
general store, but Brentwood 
Food Giant, 7154 West Saanich, 
has all the advantages of a new 
Supermarket too.
Run by owner Brian Chan since 
1967, the store now employs 12 
staff and they’re among the 
friendliest you’ll find anywhere, 
Couple that with excellent 
selection and competitive pricing, 
and the store is a logical choice for 
price-conscious consumcr.s,
It has a large selection of fresh- 
cut meat and packaged meal 
along with crisp, fresh produce 
, and a huge frozen food section, 
Chati iilso carries an ahuttdance of 
Chinese speciality foods that
include oyster sauce, sesame seed 
oil and even fresh noodles,
But best of all, the store is open
from 9 a.nt, to 9:30 p.m, every 




Shop Locally at . BRENTWOOD HARDWARE
Brentwood Hardware and 
Athletics always carried everyting 
you needed for home, garden and 
leisure-time needs, but now they 
are open from 11 n,m, lo 5 p,m, 
Sunday as well.
Partners Ron House and Wally ” 
Latighion h.avc a thriving business 
at 7103 West ,Saunich, in 
Trafalgar Square, because of a 
giant selection of hardware needs 
everything from paint, tools, 
eieciiical and plumbing needs to 
garden seeds, pesticide and rug 
shampoo.
But they also provide a fast 
'photo processing 'service ' apd
supply shoppers with tackle for 
fishing, Adidas and Nike foot­
wear, badminton and tennis 
vaequetn and even do ?•<*<,tvinping
and tool sharpening.
, Now that ibcy'rc open Sunday
as well as weekdays 9 a 
p ,m., wlrat more could 
ask for! Phone 652-2822 
information,











On Vancouver Island 














lit only the name is first to be installed here by a 
new. Our management private compcvny.The same 
and staff offer you a dedication to qualil^ is re­
combined total of 175 fleeted over theentire range of
our facilities, from high-speed 
one-colour presses to folding 
equipment.
We would welcome 
the opportunity of putting our 
advanced equipment and tra­
ditional craftsman­
ship to work for you
'lence in
dll phases of printing 
and production.
This expertise is mar- 





business forms and office 
stationery...posters and high 
qua 1 ity a rt reproductions... 
everything trom matches to 
menus for hotels, motels and 
restaurants.
Call us. There's no cost 
for Quotes or consultations, 
a you'll like our prices.
...on brochures, 




is the first and only press with chures and annual reports for 
four-colour capability on the business and industry...the
Island.Our Linotron 202 cornplete rangeof govern-
Digital CRT Typesetter is the maital publicationB...books,
' Our sophisUralctI 
lour-t()lour"Sprinl"prcfis
P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney, B.C. V8L3S5 
Telephone; 656-0171
—
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Best tea in Sidney Annual reunion Social for seniors
It’s the biggest and best 
' tea in Sidney. It’s 
beautifully served and 
everyone flocks to it an­
nually. It’s the Save The 
Children Fund tea to be 
held at 2:45 p.m. in St. 
Andrew’s Hall, 9697-4th 
Street, Sidney.
Australia Night
Australia Night will be 
held at 7:30 p.m. April 29 at 
St. Paul’s United Church, 
Sidney. The evening will 
feature a talk and slide 
show by Karen Ostrom, a 
returned Rotary exchange 
student. Refreshments and 
a silver collection in aid of 
the church building fund.
Art display at mall
The Victoria Society of 
Artists will present an 
exhibition of paintings in 
,oils, acrylics, pastels and 
watercolours in the mall of 
Mayfair Shopping Centre, 
-3125 Douglas Street, from 
April 28 to May 3 inclusive. 
All paintings for the 
showing have been ap­
proved for exhibition by 
the screening committee of 
the society. There will be 
domonstrations of painting 
by society artists daily.
The Lord Selkirk 
Association of Rupert’s 
Land, Victoria Branch, will 
hold its 20th annual reunion 
at 5 p.m., April 26 at the 
Emmanuel Baptist Church, 
Cedar Hill Crossroad. 
Reservations call 592-4554.
Garden Club
The regular monthly 
meeting of the Sidney- 
Nonh Saanich Garden Club 
will be held April 21 at 7:30 
p.m. in the Margaret- 
Vaughan Birch Hall, 4th 
Street, Sidney. Program 
featured is “kitchen gar­
den’’. Refreshments and a 




Too shy and nervous to 
state your opinion at 
meetings? Want to do 
something about it? 
Witness toastmistress 
training in public speaking. 
Six speakers will compete in 
a speech contest at 8 p.m. 
April 24, 7184 East Saanich 
Road.
Competitors are Mavis 
Dean, Robert Freistadt, 
Evelyn Green, Juanita 
Harris, Irene Moreshead, 
and Shirley Monych. Open 
to the public.
Central Saanich Seniors 
held an Easter social April 3 
at the Lions Club hall. 
Judges for the Easter Hat 
Parade were Jack Sproule. 
Lome Craig, and Stan Best. 
Prizes were won by Heide 
White, Ena Harrison and 
Mary and Ken Garland. 
Guest speaker at the April 
17 meeting is Mrs. A. 




recreation will be spon­
soring tennis instruction 
this spring and summer for 
all age groups. For more 
information call Central 
Saanich municipal hall at 
652-4444.
ACW bake sale
St. Mary’s ACW plans a 
white elephant and bake 
sale starting at 10 a.m. 
Saturday at Cultra Avenue, 
Saanichton. Tea or coffee 
and scones and jam will be' 
served — price 50 cents.
Mrs. E. Lewis, Simcoe 
Street, Victoria, held the 
winning ticket drawn by 
Mrs. Brenda Futter April 8. 




AVAILABLE MAY 1ST. IN THE
BEACON PLAZA
Just $6.00 Per Sq. Ft.









“ HffilPEJJTUL c^ZXJSTEuC-TiOM 
.•ICiSHtWC,
wtTs/F(;E(j\Ty et^
Just as his grandfather had done before him, Allan Pendray got down on his hands and 
knees to ensure proper planting of tree last week at former family home on Belleville Street, 
Victoria. Pendray, together with his two sisters, Mrs. Phyllis Manning [left] and Mrs. Eileen 
Verley, were on hand along with other family members to witness re-opening of this historic 
topiary garden which their grandfather, W.J. Pendray, designed in 1897. During the past 10 
years the residence, now known as The Captain Palace restaurant, has been restored to its 
former opulence by Mrs. Florence Prior and her late husband, Bill. Mrs. Prior still runs the 




Mary Conroy, author of 
“300 Years of Canada’s 
Quilts” will be in Victoria 
four days commencing 
'April 28 presenting 
workshops and a lecture. A 
slide and lecture show 
.“Wonderful World of 
Quilts” will be given at the 
Garth Homer Achievement 
Center, 813 Darwin (behind 
Saanich municipal hall) 
April 28 - doors open at 7 
p.m. There will be a display* 
of quilts by quilters in the 




The Guild of Health will 
meet April 24 in St. John’s 
Church, 1611 Quadra St. 
Prayer service at 1:30 p.m. 
in the chapel followed by a 
general meeting at 2 p.m. in 
the lower Church Hall. 
Guest speaker is Gipp 
Forster (of Mustard Seed), 
who will talk about the 
healing of relationships 
with those in crisis.
The Prospect Lake 
Community Association 
will hold a flea market 
Saturday from 10 a.m; to 3
P..n. at 5358 Sparton Road f j; .^e lower lounge 
meeU df the marth^"
goods. Refreshments 
available.
Big Brothers and Big 
Sisters of Victoria Capital 
Region plan their annual 





THURS.rtRI. 8:30 - 9:00 









Television host Derek James will be talking to the 
peninsula’s three mayors — Norma Sealey, Dave Hill 
and Eric. Sherwood — in his program, Close 
Encounters, April 24 at 8 p.m. Subject: transportation 
on the peninsula.
Peninsula People







Mr. and Mrs. Norman 
Glass and family from 
Prince George enjoyed a 
two-week holiday with 
Glass’s parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. George Glass, 9165
Inverness Avenue.
. • ♦ *
Mrs, Martha Ball, Mrs. 
Joyce Armour, Mrs. Dolly 
Hamilton and Mrs. Vi 
Qucsncllc enjoyed several 
days holiday in Reno 
recently.
* The ladies of the 
Brentwood U.C.W. are 
hoping friends will visit 
tJiern at their miscellaneous 
stall nt Hillside Mall on 
April 24, from 9:30 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m. Items for sale will 
include home cooking, 
needlework and toys.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Howard 
Atkin, Edmonton, spent 
last week With Atkin'.s 
brother and sister-in-law 
Mj, and Mrs. Fred Atkin, 
Bruce Gordon Crescent, 
.Saanichton.
* ■
Mr. and Mrs. Albert 
Hafcr, Central Saanich 
Road, had their son-in-law, 
daughter and giandchildrcn 
-r Mr. and Mr.s, Dave 
Briscoe, Holly and Craig, 
.'\nchort\ge, Alnrlm for n 
week's visit, prior to the
Easter holiday,
* * • „
Mrs, lack Hardingham,
Ebor Terrace, returned 
home last week from Prince 
George where she .spent two 
weeks with her niece and 
family while her nephew 
Terry Saxton flew to 
England to visit his mother 
who had been in an 
automobile accident.
Recent guests at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. L. Farrell 
Larkvnle Drive, were Mr. 
and Mrs. Ernie FoiTestcr, 
Botha, Alberta and Mr. and 
Mrs. Bob Poolcy and 
daughter Kelsey, Calgary. 
At present visiting with the 
Parrels arc Mrs. Parrels 
brother L. Domanskl and a 
newphew, Laurie Liknes, 
both of Monitor, Albcrtn.
WALLCOVERINGS
RoQuIorly prlcod at ,V7.25 — $11.50 por ilnglv roll
NEW SELECTIONH








2443 Beacon 6.56-2532...........I I...... .
SPECIAL
t»RICE_________________




8 • 5:00 p.m. Weekdays 
8:30 • 5 p.m. Saturday 
10-4 Sunday
This wGok's special is available at 
all Clovordale Paint n Paper stores 
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Top, Michele Williams, 16, of Sidney won her third 
consecutive -title as Miss Victoria Majorette, at 
Sanscha Hall, Saturday — this time in the Senior 
Division. Below, Cathy C. Melville wins in the junior 
division, and Vicki Wright for juveniles. Bottom, 





FLOORS, GUTTERS — 
OFFICES OR HOMES 
CALL
AJAX CLEANERS - 656-1617
■— FREE ESTIMATES •—
HOME
ON Vi ACRE ■
If you want an excellent 
seaview, a spacious and 
. tastefully decorated quality 
home on a quiet cul-de-sac, 
call me for more in­
formation. $125,000.
Superb Sidney Family Home 
Extremely spacious, 1532 sq. ft. up, custom 
built home with so many extras - teak kitchen 
cabinets, pantry, and writing desk, intercom 
system, large professional workshop. $92,500.
CAROL Office 384-8101
LAWSON Home 656-0018
Hsimaik# The HOfTIE Team.
david Ingram’s
Now in Sidney to Serve You 
at 2420 Beacon 
Phone 656-4243
Income Tax Preparation
Financial Consulting and 
Bookkeeping Services ^
Authorized Agents for^ ^
First City Trust
9 to 5;30 Monday through Friday 





Sunday Brunch Smorgasbord 
11 ;30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
$5.50
Friday: Fresh Crab Night $9.75
Thi,i Weck\* New England
Dinner Special; Chowder
Salad bar
u New York Steak and






And N(w Open for Luncheon!
(L\'ei;v'il.'iy liiit T'lu'sdfiy)
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Results of the Miss 
Majorette of Victoria 
contest, held at Sanscha 
Hall April 12;
Pee Wee Division: 1) 
Sherri Griffith, 2) Pamela 
Smith, 3) Kara-Lee Dennis.
Junior Division: 1) Kathy 
Caprarie-Melville, 2) 
Heather Smith, 3) Teresa 
Metters, 4) Lisa Baigant, 5) 
Tammy Simpson, 6) Laura 
Blank, 7) Karen Stenberg,
8) Tammy Burnside, 9) 
Bonnie Whitehorn, 10) 
Wendy Carey.
Juvenile Division: 1) 
Vicki Wright, 2) Kelly 
Cahill, 3) Andrea 
Zacharias, 4) Lisa Roy, 5) 
Linda Atkin, 6) Heidi 
Derhousoff, 7) Shari 
Salach, 8) Tracy Tisserand,
9) Christina Daniels, 10) 
Gina Brillinger, 11) Donna 
Ritchie.
Senior Division: 1) 
Michele Williams, 2) 
Lorraine Comeau, 3) Janice 
Clanton, 4) Janine Kehler, 
5) Brenda Hallberg, 6) 
Tammy Head, 7) Marjorie 
Graham.
Open Competition - 
Corps and Teams:
Jr. Drill Corps 1st. 
Sidney Twirlers. Juv. 
Parade Corps: 1) Skyliners, 
2) Clinton Majorettes. Jr. 
Parade Corps; 1) Skyliners, 
2) Clinton Majorettes, 3. 
Sidney Twirlers; PeeWee 
Twirl Team; 1) Sidney 
Twirlers; Jr. TwirlTeam: 1) 
Sidney Twirlers; Sr. Twirl 
Team: l)SidneyTwirlers.
Juv. Dance and Twirl 
Team: 1) Clinton
Majorettes, 2) South Van 
Isle Majorettes, 3) Sidney 
Twirlers.
Juv, Large Dance Team: 
1. Skyliners; Jr. Dance & 
Twirl Team: 1) Skyliners, 2) 
Emerald Flashettes, 3) 
South Van Isle Lions 
Majorettes; Sr. Dance & 




Known to thousands of 
peninsula residents in his 15 
years of business here, 
H.G. “Pat” Pattison is 
retiring, and the Brentwood 
Bay Pharmacy is changing 
hands for the first time.
Pattison opened the 
pharmacy in 1965, and it 
continues the first and only 
drugstore in Central 
Saanich.
Though .so many people 
have come to know Pat­
tison through his amiable 
dispensing of prescriptions, 
few perhaps realize his 
varied and colourful past.
Born on Saltspring 
Island, Pattison as a child 
and teenager moved about
lAND NOW OPEN SUNDAYS !i
In Trafalgar Square, Brentwood Bay
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
>-«n£0ME wm
And 'ivfi ;ui) lu'i« to serve its 
movinpjmpiilstion, l( yini have 
just Hioved into o now homo, 







TItc 22 per cent wage 
increase Capital Regional 
District directors recently 
voted themselves came 
ntulci heavy Urc from 
North Saanich council at its 
last meeting.
Council moved to oppose 
the increase, ealiini; it 
"excessive ami regret­
table”.
The motion added, 
‘T.crionn cctwomt'.' cir-
cumstanees which pfcvall 
ihroaghoui the corinity 
require municipal gover- 
iiineius. lu join v,all senior 
levels of govctnmeni in 
providing leadership in 









Trafalgar square, corner of Wallace Drive ^ W. Saanich Rd.
BREMTWOOD BAY:
7154 W. SMUICH RD. 
BRENTWOOD











FRESH LOIN END t« 90
PORK LOIN ROAST LB.^r^
FRESH CENTRE CUT (.on




BEEF KIDNEYS LB. 69
SCHNEIDER BONELESS tmo
OLD FASHION HAM lb^£
FRESH PORK eigo
SIDE SPARE RIB lb.^1"
FRESH DOUBLE LOIN









with his family, from 
Victoria to the prairies, 
Pence River to California. 
He schooled on the prairies, 
working on farms; and 
homesteaded in Peace River 
during the Depression. He 
was a lumber,lack; he was 
built liouses and barns; he 
lias butchered and bakcred; 
lu; was in the armed ser­
vices; he was a bus-driver.
“Hveryone was like that 
then," be says. "We 
worked at anything we, 
could that offered a job," 
lu his <M)s. Pattison went 
to the University of Hrillsh 
Columbia and earned the 
Bachelor of Science degree 
in pluuuuicy that eventually 
led to the opening of the 
llrcmwood Bay Pharmacy, 
and a return to his roots,
At !ca:,i for ft while, 
retirement will only be 
partial, as Pattison will 
continue working two days 
a vieck. He wili„sb<uc llic 
rest of his lime with his 
wife, Laura, and son Jim, 





















16 oz. btl. 89
Chow Mein Noodles!
69*Western 10 oz. pkg.
Meat Pies
Schneider's Assorted “yCl^ 
8 oz. pkg. /
Orange Juice
99'Minute Maid 12 oz. tin
B.C. RED 3 IB. BAG AAd:DELICIOUS APPLES 99^












Lady of the Valley
The Saanich Peninsula’s premier 
historian — May John — never stops 
writing about the past. She’s only too 
aware that when people die and pass on 
their stories are gone forever, and so she 
writes, whenever she can, about those 
early days and about the people she 
remembers.
She can tell not one tale — but a 
thousand — and in the telling, is easily 
moved to tears or laughter. The past 
becomes alive again for her as she pours 
over stained, wrinkled old photos, 
yellowing newspaper cuttings, her eyes 
lighting up as she recalls with sharp — 
but never unkind — wit and humour, 
this person or that.
So many were her friends — and there 
are few left from those early days — and 
yet May still feels they are with her. 
From her home built on a point on Blue 
Heron Road, she gestures to her 
beautiful garden, a mass of spring 
flowers and plants set in green lawns
against a backdrop of blue sea.
“That’s where 1 want to die,’’ she 
says, her eyes taking on a far-off look.
She explains. Many of her friends’ 
ashes are scattered over her garden. 
When she wanders out there among the 
flowers “all my friends are around, 
they’re out there.’’ And there’s that lost 
look in her eyes again as she gently 
murmers their names.
So, in a sense, those friends are still 
alive to May, living strongly in her 
memory, their ashes mingling in the 
garden’s rich soil.
The settlers who pioneered the 
Saanich Peninsula in the mid-19th 
century, are so important to May that in 
1971 she proposed and started Sidney 
Museum on Beacon Avenue, donating 
photos, manuscripts, murals, and 
household articles as well as Indian and 
other artifacts.
For years she was curator of the 
museum — although she balks shyly.
modestly at the title, thinking it not 
deserved.
May’s past links up. with two famous 
settler families — the Michclls, of 
Huguenot stock, Protestants in the 16th 
and 17th centuries who fled from the 
religious persecutions of France to 
Cornwall, England — and the Johns, 
from Wales, England.
The Michells
Thomas Michell was born in Cornwall 
on April 29, 1832 to Elizabeth (nee 
Parkinhorn) and John Ralph Michell. 
The family moved to Swansea, Wales, 
where Thomas grew up and in 1856 
married Margaret Jenkins.
Shortly after, Thomas and Margaret 
sailed to Baltimore, U.S. but with a civil 
war brewing, times were not good and 
the couple returned to Wales.
When their first-born son, John
The Critchely store on Beacon Avenue around 1910. May John [nee Lopthien] stands in front oj 
horse. Left to right, William Whiting [assistant postmaster], Davy Jackson, D. Craig [blacksmith], 
Herbert North and '*Trixie'\ Fred Boycott, James Critchely, May, with '*Buster", Philip 
Scglabra, Alfred Critchely on delivery wagon. Mrs. J. Critchely stands on balcony of family store.
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Ralph, was six-months-old, they set sail 
again - this time in the “Sylistria” from 
Liverpool - their destiny, the British 
colony of Vancouver Island.
The voyage, via Cape Horn, took 124 
days and they landed at Esquimalt 
Harbor on Nov. 17, 1862. Two days 
later, the steamer Emily Harris tran­
sported them to Victoria where, after 
settling down, they opened a grocery 
store on Johnson Street.
In 1865, Thomas took off for the 
Cariboo gold fields and tried his luck at 
Williams Creek. After finding, we are 
told beneath the earth in the corner of 
’ his cabin, Thomas returned to Victoria 
■ with his “poke’’ ;and ppened4up the
''. “What Cheer House’’ on Yates Street,
" where the Dominion Hotel now stands .
But like all men of his time, Thomas 
wanted land. He bought a 50-acre farm - 
in South Saanich from Howard Estes 
and a receipt dated March 26, 1868 
states Thomas Michell bought of 
Howard Estes 21 head of cattle small 
and big, 18 pigs, 24 chickens and 
turkeys, 1 wagon and harness, 1 plow,
, milking pans, etc. for the sum of $650.
The receipt was witnessed by Victoria 
lawyer H.F. Heistermann. There is no 
record of the price Thomas paid for the 
land.
So Thomas became a farmer, and 
found his knowledge of engineering and 
an interest in machinery was to prove 
more than useful on the farm. Methods 
of farming was primitive in the 1860.S - 
grain was harvested by sickle and hook 
or by scythe and cradle and was bound 
by hand. It was threshed by the flail and 




‘Oh Lord, if I ever jijeV oui of here 
ril do soiiielhirijoii for Hoineone 
every day"
llyMAHYGIBBS
Wliy help children in other countries? WIty not help 
otir own children? members of the Save rite Children 
Fund are often asked,
The answer is, “We do. liverylhing we can, Sidney 
members arc* in contact with and help coinmunitk's in 
the Ytikon and children on reserves in the rnosi 
Isolated sections of British Columbia,
Hcaching families who never see a mailman is a 
problem but we arc fortunate to know John Steam of 
Victoria who often acts ns a carrier for us. Every year 
this concerned and helpful friend heads north in his 
little truck loaded with bedding and clothing for 
unfortunate families, ...
His story goes hack to the lirnc when, after being 
wounded in World War 11, he became a cripple from
severe rheumatoid arthritis,
"I svns totally incapticiiatcd," he says, “1 lay there 
and said. ‘Oh Lord, ifl ever get o«t of here I'll do 
something for someone every day. ’ ’' ^ ,,,,
He did get out, but wits so frail his friends told him 
he needed open air and took him hunting with them in
itmnnrth It was then he ffiine across a family who had
been burned out. No one had helped them so he sent
clothing through the rangers who jtre the ones who 
know if people arc in trouble.
That happened thirty years ago. And every year 
.since then John Steam, with the help of rangers and 
B.C, Fore,St Service, has delivered parcels to families 
who need liclp,
{.'jQods come from many .sources. One source i.s Ihe 
Sidney SCF whose members make warm quills and 
gather children's clothing throughout the year.
This is one of many local projects but there are also 
big international programmes. To commemorate the 
Year Of 'I he Child last year Save The Children I’urtd 
set in motion the ambiliovis plan of wiping out polio 
from every corner of the world.
Heather Siska, popular SCI*' representative for 
Victoria, will say a little rnorc about this on April 2.3 
when the Sidney group hold its annual tea.
Jolm Steam will open the affair and tell the fine 
story of his yearly JotirtieyS to northern British 
Columbia and how he gathers and pnck,s clothing for 
people in desperiiie need.
You arc invited to come to meet John Steam at the 
Save The Children Fund Annual Tea next Wednesday 
rif 7*45 p,m. in S|, Andrew’s Hall, 0697*4lh Street, 
Sidney.
HHiitiiniiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHii
:mc c i Sidney. |
,,,,,,,,,,i,,ni,iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii>i>iii"^ ..... ..........
Michell introduced the “binder” on 
the peninsula, a machine which 
automatically cut grain and botmd it 
with twine and later brotight the first 
steam-powered threshing machine to 
Saanich.
His wife. Margaret, was noted for her 
farm pi odiice which won many prizes at 
fairs, and rode her horse sidesaddle 
along the trails winding through stump.s 
and forest into Victtiria to sell her 
surplus food.
In addition to the farm, her 
household duties and raising six 
yotmgslers (she bore 16 children, 10 
died) Margaret was famed for lending 
the sick and needy and was af­
fectionately knows as the “Lady of the 
Valley”.
Mayhii.s a story to tell about Margaret 
- handed down, she says, from 
“graiuiy”, Margaret was also the local 
midwife and on one occasion when she 
was called out to attend at the birth ol a 
neighbor's baby she bade one of her 
daughters, aged 13, to accompany her.
It was time, she gently but seriously 
instructed Iter daughter, that she learned 
something about life, The young girl 
had grown up among the animals on the 
farm. May says wilh a twinkle, but 
Margaret thought her daughter should 
be well and truly initiated into the facts 
of life. And, May says, the 13-ycar-old 
pas.sed her test with flyluit colors ns she 
ttssisted at Ihe birth.
Margaret and Thomas' six children 
were named John Hnlph, Mary 
Eli/abcih (Polly) Victoria. Margaret 
Anne Jane, Emily Jean, George 1 homas 
and William David.
.luhii llulpli went to live in Kamloopr, 
where be successively became school 
trustee, alderman, mayor and was 
finally elected in 1928 to the provincial 
legislature for a live-year term,
Polly married Percy Grief Morlcy (the
May John . . .a thousand stories.
name Grief was given him because his 
father died in an accident before he, the 
11th child, was born). Polly was kid­
napped as a child — but the story had a 
happy ending.
An alert policeman became suspicious 
of an Indian woman squatting on the ' 
wharf at the foot of Johnson Street. 
According to legend, he made her rise 
and there ■— hidden under the woman’s 
voluminous skirts — was little Polly.
"Emily Jean married Alex Menagh, 
one of the first millers engaged by Henry. 
Brackman for his grist mill in North 
Saanich, the company being the 
forerunner of Brackman-Kerr Milling 
■ CpfJ'ofjyictoriaOTdTmer Vancouver. 
■T'^George5jThpinas’-:rattehded“his-.first 
Saanichton fair as a babe-in-arms and 
during his long life, it is said, never once 
missed the annual falT fair. He became 
president of the North and South 
Agriculture Society and was honorary 
president at the time of his death.
George retired to a 125-acre farm in 
North Saanich which eventually became 
part of Patricia Bay airport. In 1928 he 
was appointed superintendent of roads 
in North Saanich and the Gulf Islands, a 
position he held for five years. He was a 
member of the original committee which 
organized the Potato Marketing Board, 
later known as the B.C, Coast 
Marketing Board.
William David procured the family 
homestead, “Brynmore”, when 
Margaret and Thomas retired to Vic­
toria in 1902 and both he and his wife, 
Annie, lived there till their deaths. Willie 
became a champion farmer bringing 
honors to the peninsula by his succcs.ses 
at grain and hay shows and fairs. For 
many years he presided over the Far­
mers' Institute, was one of the founders 
of the Temperance Society that built a 
hall at Keating and in later years
became, so they say, a devotee of hor.se 
racing.
Margaret Ann Jane married David 
John, son of Richard and Ann (nee 
Graer) John, early settlers in North 
Saanich. They had six children - George, 
Mabel, Elizabeth, William, Jean and 
Joseph.
And this is Where our own May John 
enters the picture for in 1921, May (nee 
Lopthien) married Joseph. :
'^THe;; Toliiis::: :: v
:Her husband’s familyV the Johns, first ;; 
came “p the peninsula in 1858, Tvlayv' 
recalls, settling , first on Glamorgan 
^ Roadj North Saanich“ and farming a “ 
total “of 1,600 acres / which includes ;; 
Roberts Bay and Roberts Point. ; J 
After Richard and Ann left/their 
; native Wales they journeyed first to/ 
Pennsylvania, but finding the state of 
the coal mines no better than those 
they’d left behind in Wales the couple 
pulled up stakes again and came to 
North Saanich.
Richard and z\nn John had five 
children -— Joseph, Richard, James, 
David and Elizabeth. David was the 
father of Joseph, May’s husband.
Joseph - or Joe, as May calls him - 
was a soldier in World War I . He was a 
pa.sscngcr on the Empres.s of Asia on its 
historic voyage through the Panama. 
Canal - the only vessel to travel this way 
with troops. May says.
It arrived in Victoria on .Ian. 19,1919 
and “Victoria went wild,”
Joe was a farmer - but he was also a 
skilled electrician. It was Joe, May says, 
vzho put all the light bulbs around the 
provincial legislature building.
Joe and May were married for 53 
happy years and had four children. Joe 
passed away in 1975.
Subscribe to the Review!
We tire pleased lo offer our anmuil .subscription rule of $8,00 which cait be obtained 
by simply calling any of our offices at:
SIDNEY (>50-1151 
BRENTWOOD 652-4631 
ROYAL OAK 479-2314 
■ 'OR
lull in and mail the coupon to: 
77u' Siihwy lU'view 
P.O, Box 2070 
B.C. V8L 3S5
IHclWit enter my Niibscrlptloii fur one .yeur. - .
Please enter iny subscripllon iintl bill me Inter. L J 
(N.H. Senior CItIr.ens rate per nnnmn.)
Name ,,«i *
IVItiilbiK AtlUretdi
"Srrvhf( The Peninsula Since
HI-
iTOigaTOwiTwwwwwBafflffli
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For people, not vehicles
North Saanich council limit on Birch Road from 
has turned down a request 30 kmh to 50 kmh. 
for an increase in the speed Karel Drost, 568 Birch
REALTORS
SIDNEY REALTY LTD.
is expanding and has 
space for three licensees.
If you are interested in working in 
& around the Sidney area, please call
JOHN BRUCE JR.
Sidney Realty Ltd. 656-3928
I@nnls for Everyone!
STARTING APRIL 21
at the CentenrtiaS Park Court
Tennis programmes for all ages.
Only$13. for six lessons 
(two per week for three weeks).
Register now at the 
Central Saanich Recreation Dept.
Road, asked council for the 
speed increase because no 
one obeys the current 30 
kmh limit.
In a March 25 letter to 
council Drost said, 
“Although I travel this 
road at least twice a day, I 
still have to see the first 
driver adhering to this 
speed limit (30 kmh). As a 
matter of fact, today at 
noon, the RCMP car that 
went to set up a speed check 
radar at Madam Till Park, 
travelled at 50 kmh.”
Drost has travelled the 
road for 25 years and 
“never felt it to be more 
dangerous than other 
roads in the municipality 
that are rated 50 kmh,” he 
said.
He added that the road 
should be 50 kmh except 
when children are on it.
Mayor Eric Sherwood 
said later that Drost’s 
reason for increasing the 
speed limit was not good 
enough. Sherwood said 
even though drivers don’t 
comply with the limit it 
should still be lower.
“Our area is for people, 
not vehicles,” he added.
Rezoning
request
North Saanich council 
has sent a request to 
subdivide a one-acre lot on 
Tsaykum Road to its 
planning committee.
The request came from 
Claude and Betty 
Waterton, 10135 Tsaykum 
Rd., who want to make the 
lot into two half-acre 
parcels.
The Watertons note in 
their April T letter to 
council that their property 
is presently zoned rural, but 
they would like to see it 
zoned residential, “the 
same classification as the 




Lunchtime patrons of the Clipper Inn on 
Bevan Street, Sidney, enjoyed a fashion 
show Monday when they sat down to their 
meal. Spring and summer wear, daytime 
dresses, suits, swimwear and hats were just 
some of the clothes modelled by bevy of 
pretty girls. Commentator was Silzanne 
Rangel, (centre photo), smart and saucy in a 
cream and hot pink outfit with matching 
hat.
Modelling the latest in fashion from The 
Cat’s Whiskers, 2405 Bevan with shoes by 
Town Square, were Joanne Williams, Linda 
Arscott, Barb Sharpe, Lorena Quay, Audrey 
Deelstra, Monique Nickerson and Ursula 
Forrester. The show was jointly sponsored 
by Joanne .^ones, of The Cat’s Whiskers, 
and the Clipper Inn. Hosts were Alex 
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Saanich school board has 
asked North Saanich 
council to provide a safer 
bus stop for students at the 
corner of West Saanich 
Road and Ardmore Drive.
In a letter to council 
dated March 13, the school 
board said a delegation of 
parents had petitioned the 
board for the safer bus 
stop.
The letter said up to 20 
students gather each 
morning to wait for the bus 
and parents are concerned 
for the saftey of their 
children.
The board investigated 
the possibility of re-routing 
the bus along Ardmore 
Drive, but ruled out that 
alternative because of the 
narrowness of Ardmore 
Drive and the hazards to the 
bus.
The board said it sup­
ports parents’ concerns and 
asked the council to in­
vestigate tire situation with 
the department of high­
ways.
Council referred the 
letter to public works 
committee,
: There’s some super raffle prizes to be won at Sidhey- 
Nor'th Saanich Garden Club’s spring show Saturday and 
Sunday at Sanscha Hall.
Prizes donated for the club’s raffle include a water 
color painting by Prudence Walker; flower arrangement 
by Holloway’s Sidney Florist; copper enamelled dish by 
Edith Fahr; gift certificate for dinner from Sidney 
Hotel; a rhododendron from Langland Garden Centre; 
a viburnum from Elk Lake Garden Centre; $10 gift 
certificate from T and T Seeds, Ltd.; a shrub from 
Marigold Nursery; and a book on gardening, a 
wheelbarrow and hand clippers donated by the club.
Raffle tickets will be on sale both days until 4 p.m. 
On Saturday the show runs 2 p.m. to 9 p.m. and 
Sunday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Parents living in North Saanich who are concerned 
for their children’s safety have called a public meeting 
for Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. at Deep Cove elementary 
scliool.
Spokeswoman Mrs. Pat Green said Monday parents 
will be discussing the lack of pathways and sidewalks, a 
major problem in the Deep Cove area.
Mrs. Green said the meeting was called following a 
suggestion by a North Saanich alderman after a group 
of parents made a presentation to council April 7. 
Pareiits arc invited to attend, she said.
Saanich school board chairman Lois Walsh and a 
tepiesentaiivo of North Saanich council will likely 
allend the meeting.
The third annual bicycle rodeo, sponsored by- 
Sidney RCMP and Sidney Lions will be held April 27, 
at Panorama Leisure Centre. The rodeo gets underway 
at 1:30 p.m.
Contestants selected from grades one to five, in­
clusive will be representing various elementary schools 
in Sidney and North Saanich.
To date, students have been instructed on the rules 
of the road concerning their responsibilities when 
riding their bicycles on streets and highways. Selection 
of finalists will commence Thursday when members of 
the Sidney detachment and volunteers from Sidney 
Lions will visit schools. To be eligible, students must 
demonstrate knowledge and skill required in proper 
bicycle riding.
Prizes and trophies will be presented to the winners 
at the rodeo, A trophy will be prc.sented to the school 
accumulating Ihe highest number of points. In ad­
dition, a draw for a new bicycle and other prizes will 
be made.
To be eligible to win in the draw, the winner must be 
in attendance as a spectator and participated in the 
safe bicycle program at the school level.
Students and parents are urged to attend and cheer
their favourite school or rider to victory.
An added feature this year, is a challenge in bike 
riding .skills between Howard Ros.siler, pre.sidcnt of 
the Sidney Lions and Staff Sgt. Ken Wat,son, in charge 
of Sidney delaclnneni,
BRIDGESTONE liflht truck tiros can 
really 00 the distance! That's why 
more and more liqht truck drivers are 
getting better performance out 
of their tires.,,because they ride on 
BRIDGESTONE. Vans, pick-ups, 
four-wheel drives and all typos of 
recreational vehicles.,. BRIDGESTONE
builds light truck tiros that drjliver 
top highway performance and the kind 
of traction needed for the worst 
taackroad and.off-road conditions, 
That’s what makos BRIDGESTONE 
light truck tires the lightweight 
champions of the world!
BRBDGESTONE TIRES








A graduate from University of Alberta with a Bachelor in Phyttical 
Education Major in Outdoor Education and Minor in Coaching. 
Roger lias e.speriencc in year romul competitive swimming with Jasper 
I‘lacc Swim Club and U. of A. Swim Club.The latter tinder> the 
coaching of john Hoilg (\Voman.s Olympic Conch), Iln.s been active in 
compeiiiivc waicrpolo and was Director of tlie .hinior Waterpolo team 
in Edmonton, ' n
iMsi Registration will be on 
April 19 from 4 ‘6 p.m. 
at the Panorama Leisure Centre
• Contact 6.16-6,314 fonnorc information,
» Learn fonr competitive swim strokes,
» Practice !>e.s,sions arc lidd at the Panorama Leisure Centre and they 
involve stroke improvement, racing, dives and cndtirnncc.
» Boys and girls who wish to register rmist be able to swim one length of 
iliepuul.






















Joes A lt«l« MoeAulay
, niiwniny will incmoio r»iii«t f*rlwuiifi
Mon.'Thur. a-S p.m. Prl. 8>6p.m. 
: Ctoittd SAt.ASun. '
* oVi Island View Freezer Ltd.
170081 iutt Snimlch Rd. ^S2>2411
Mtniiait
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TeU us!
With the 1980 ball season 
approaching, the sports 
department of The Review 
invites all leagues to submit 
their schedules as soon as 
possible.
If you have a tournament 
upcoming or a special sport 
event of any kind tell us 
about it. Call The Review, 
at 656-1 15 1, during 
working hours, or Tom 




(Next to Sidney Super Foods)
SALE
10% OFF
FREESIAS - IXIAS, DAHLIAS, GANNA & CALLA LILIES, 
PEONIES, LILY OF THE VALLEY & ASTILBE.
Bunipot to BO ^
sjores iiems for
parts and f^ see the
car care needs.






The Dipstick’s, one of 13 
entries in the provincial 
team bowl competition, 
have earned the right to 
•continue bowling for the 
grand prize - an all-expense- 
paid trip to Reno, Nevada, 
for one week in June.
The Legion League team 
will bowl in the finals next 
month in Victoria, the date 
and location to be an­
nounced. To win, the 
Dipsticks will have to 
continue bowling in the 
manner which won the local 
competition—- 375 pins 
over their average.
and Tuesday Commercial’s 
Sharron Sansbury finished 
with a 691 triple and a 296 
single.
Credit Union’s Lyall 
Riddell rolled a 670 with a 
293 single and; R. 
Brunridge, also of the 
Credit Union League 
emerged with a 667 triple 
and a 252 single.
Three ladies make up the 
remainder of the list of high 
scores, led by Colleen 
Riddell of the Legion 
League who posted a 660 
with a 253 single, Shirley 
Marshall, and. Shirley 
Bamford, both of the 
Ladies League, rolled 660 
(248), and 652 (250)
respectively.
SPARKPLUGS





Summer draws near, and that ex-Harvey’s Dick 
with the warmer weather Michaud, will be pitching 
comes the sounds of for the Victoria Ambulance 
horsehide on leather, the Club, 
smells of hotdogs and will return to
hamburgers, the frenzied the rubber for Hotel Sidney 
yells of adults and children, though it is doubtful Roger
ofand the dust and dirt 
another ball season.
Baseball, softball, 
fastball, and slow-pitch 
leagues, are well into 
organization of their 1980 
seasons, and work crews 
can be seen readying local 
parks for the onslaught of 
ball-players who will take to 
the diamonds in earnest, on 
or near the first weekend in 
May.
Little League ha.s ex­
panded in Sidney to en­
compass more teams in the 
minor division this season. 
More than 200 boys and 
girls will participate in the 
league this year as the seven 
major division teams and 
nine minor division teams 
battle for supremacy.
The league has also 
improved its facilities, 
notably the minor league 
diamond, which has now 
been fenced. Costs incurred 
were offset through the 
acquisition of funds from 
the Lotteries Commission.
Fastball, under the 
.. auspicies of the Sidney 
Senior Men’s. League w,ill 
once again return to 
Sanscha Park, and the 




Provencher will return to 
help the club after his 
difficulties with the racing 
commission.
Al Stewart is back for 
Travelodge, but he appears 
to be the club’s only hurler 
at present. The remaining 
teams are not saying who 
they have on the rubber, 
though no real surprises arc 
expected.
League play in the Senior 
Men’s League commences 
May 3 weekend, although 
Prairie Inn has indicated it 
wishes to stage a pre-season 
tournament the previous 
weekend.
If the tournament 
becomes a reality, it will be 
an excellent opportunity for 
fastball fans to preview the 
local teams, and an op­
portunity for local teams to 
preview each other.
Slowpitch the fastest- 
growing variation of the 
game, is flourishing on the 
peninsula — ai'd 
specifically, the co-ed 
variety of teams.
Ken Neal topped the 
charts this week in the 
three-game total depart­
ment, bo wling a 737, on the 
strength of a 286-high 
single. Neal was closely 
followed by Bob Milton 
- who rolled a 729 triple and 
captured the men’s high 
single for the week with a 
305.
J. Stechman was not far 
out of the running, and 
posted a 705 triple with a 
302 .single, during Tuesday 
Commercial League play.
The ladies were hot last 
week and Gayle Budd rolled 
a 714 combination with a 
329 single, the highest single 
rolled during the week. 
Mabel Jones rolled a 709 
triple with a 275 single 
during Golden Age play.
DON'T MISS 
THAT IMPORTANT PHONE CALL
SIDNEY SECRETARIAL 
TELEPHONE ANSVVERING SERVICE





TENNIS - Starts April 21
Instruction and Supervised Social Play 
For all Ages & All Levels
6 lessons for $20.00 
— Juniors $18.00
i ' ' 0 Motor'
i
Information and Registration: 
.lean Shaw - 656-1363 
Ann Graham - 652-3059
BATTERY BARGAINS GO 36
Starting power! Staying power! 
Pro-raied warranty. Group 24 
or 24F. 36 month.
kmikmiHl
oil SALE!!
Buy 5 litres and get $1.00 Buyer's 
cheque from Valvoline. 10W30 All 
Climate Motor Oil.
Stay a weekend
Many recreational and 
so-called "lemon-leagues" 
arc already in existence, and 
others seem to sprout 
overnight. There is ample 
opportunity for anyone 
interested in the game to 
find a team in. which to
S59.95
and Harvey’s Sporting play.
Goods clubs will all be A new wrinkle, not slated 
returning, and two new to burst upon the scene 
teams, Victoria imtil 1981, is oldiimer's
Ambulance, and the softball as
Saltspririg Sallies will round designed for men over 40
out the slate.
Pitching seems to be the 
perennial problem for 
fastball teams, and this 
season seems to be no 
different than any other 
with regards to the 
availability of pitcliers.
Snltspring and Victoria 
Ambulance will be the 
darkhorses of the league.
years. The Canadian 
A m 1 c u r Softball 
Association is entertaining 
the idea lu present, and baa 
p»ogic,‘,scd to the point of 
organizing a national 
championship, says CASA 
ttcusurei Dick Chan.
Chan says that; there will 
definitely he some rule 
variaiion.s designed to speed
Right now, you can spend 3 days and 2 nights in the deluxe 
accommodations of one of Vancouver's most resected 
traditional hotels for a special weekend rate; lust $59.95 , 
plus 5% room tax.
Single or double occupancy,
Free parking. , ■
And one of the finest seafood restaurants in the city.
It’s also within walking distance of just about evo^thi 
this magic city has to offer. Gastown. Pacific Contro. Tho 
Soabus^ Stanley Park. The Art Gallery, Theatres. Nightclubs. 
Come for a weekend. You’ll want to stay forever.
‘Olforoxlondftd la Moy 31st, 1900
For roservfltlons or Information, call 800-663-9491 • toll frool
since they arc new clubs and up the game but the CAbA 
as such are unknown has not yci finalized Its 
quantities. It’s rumored discussions on the subject,
Wont QhorqiH Stroot, Vancouvor, D.C. V6C iPfl 
Toll (604) 661-6461, lolox: 04-611612,
MMm
^Ir^Teach
$3.00 l«ss with old battery.
litre
Full detail* avellabte In stores.
CUTTING, WELDING & BRAZING OUTFIT
CUTS UP TO 3"-WELDS UP TO Vz" 
Sol ihcludos AWIO torch body, 2 wold- 
ing/brazing lips. AC309 cutting as- 
,8ombly. Cutting tip. Ox^^on regulator,
Goggles, Flint lighter. 12vj It twin hose,
25e»®
U-JOINTS
Bumper to Bumper carries a 
wide range ol U-joInls lor cars, 
trucks, troctors and olhor off 
rond equipment,
pfoclslon universal joint corp.j
1(11^) BUMPER TOIuIaPE
iitmi »i» tvtiiibl* wtiiit qunntitid im( r«»iiineh»et«» it ijroauc) •oifl out 
tictpl wri»tf tilt ouiftl.ti** •,» iiittiltd Vii* too Mtlltr Crutgt *.t|com# tl motl tioitt 
< Mtchiot ttroi) ttr vict orittwi tl lomt loKttioni
Bumper to Bumper Location:
Andyls Auto Parts & Accessories 
2412 Bevan Avenue 
Sidney ,
Tel:656-7281














ROOM FOR RENT, working man only. 
All kitchen facilities. 656-4027. 0282- 
1 6
ONE BEDROOM and den from $360. 
Children welcome. 656-3060. 0298-tf
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do it 
year round using on oluminum and
NURSES AIDE required, experienced. 
Evenings. 3-11 p.m. Must have own 
transportation. Coll for appointment, 
652-3093. 0293-16
RURAL SETTING 
Custom built 3 bedroom 
home on a quiet cul-de-sac 
set on a beautifully land­
scaped lot in Saanichton. 
Large living room with 
floor to ceiling brick 
fireplace, practical kitchen 
has some sea view. Full 
basement partly finished, 
attached garage, double 
concrete driveway, green 
house and extra storage. 
CMHC approved. To view 
this good looking home 





moo Gov i SI 384-812-1
Marina Park Apartments 
White Birch Road 
One bedroom unit on third 
floor facing west. Fridge 
and stove included. 
Immediate occupancy. 
$31,500
Gides Perodeau 656-4525 
John P. Bell 477-2562 
Pemberton Holmes Ltd. 









with use of 
0301-16
ONE BEDROOM ground level 
apartment in Sidney. Hoot and hydro 
supplied. Unfurnished. Phone 656- 
4463 evenings. $265.00. 0230-26
gloss greenhouse! Write for free 
brochure to: B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders. 7323 ■ 6th St., Burnaby, B.C. 





.33 acre lot in quiet area of 
North Saanich. Some 
glimp.ses of sea. Nicely 
treed. $32,900.
ANYWHERE IN CENTRAL SAANICH. 
Botchelor suite for Moy 1st. Will do 
light farm work In exchange for 
reasorioblo rent. 383-6337, before 10 
a.m. 0292-16
2 bedroom condo unit close 
to Quadra and Hillside. 
Stove and Fridge included. 
$38,500.
RESPONSIBLE COUPLE wishes to rent 
one or two bedroom house with 
workshop space. Wilt sign lease. 
Would also be interested in "option 
to purchase" arrangement. 
References ovoiloble. Pleose coil 




With moog .synthesizer. 
Very clean, good sounding 
organ with many popular 
features.




7174A West Saanich Rd. 
652-4512
0258-17
MOUNTAIN HOTEL is now hiring 
students for summer employment. 
Positions available ore: gift shop 
coshlers, front desk clerks, dining 
room waitresses, cafeteria staff, 
dishwashers, cooks, molds, bar­
tenders, store clerks and gas station 
ottendonts. For applications write 
Northlondor Hotel, Rogers Poss, B.C. 
VOA 1N0 or phone (604) 637-2126 
between 3 ond 6 p.m. NA-l?
MSA FIGURE SKATING CLUB in 
Abbotsford • Cleorbrook area 
requires senior pro to stert in Sep­
tember for v/intor session. Reply to 





For qualified purchaser of 
this immaculate two level 
home in quiet area of 
Sidney. Three bedrooms, 
three bathrooms, rec. 
room, workshop, large 
bright utility room, sun 
deck, fully fenced, well 
landscaped, many other 
extras. Listed $84,500. 





2 bedroom 56’ mobile home 
on '/’ acre lot just north of 
Qualicum Bay. Lot is fully 
serviced. Home skirled and 
furnished. $32,000.
QUIET FAMILY of four require fur­
nished home, cottage or apartment 




LOCAL FAMILY seeks modest 2 or 3 
bedroom house to rent in Sidney 








2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney. B.C. 656-1154
2 bedroom no step home on 
1.03 acres in North 
Saanich. One bedroom 
guest cottage plus other out 
buildings. Extensive garden 
area with small fruits, fruit 
trees etc. M.L.S. $87,000.
RELOCATED, working with 
Soonlch Munlcipollty, and 
1 or 2 bedroom house to 
rent, preferably in Soonlch. 
References. Coll Mr. Richardson at 
652-4444 (weekdays): 382-5256 
(evenings and weekends). 0251-18
7S'A x33 1/8 
33'/, X 43 1/8 
34 X 33 
22'/4 x39'/4 
31 ’/4 X 33 V,













FLErr TRUCK SUPERVISOR AND A 
MECHANIC for newly formed 
trucking compony. Experienced 
persons required to manage ond 
mointoln o fleet of logging trucks. 
Located In north control area of B.C. 
The individual chosen will be 
knowledgeable about negotiating 
contracts, planning molntenonce 
programs, ond driver training 
programs. In oddition he must be 
knoledgeobio obout financial 
pionning, cost controls, supervision 
of drivers and maintenance of staff. 
Qualifications: A dynamic individual 
with several years of managerial 
experience In logging truck 
operation ond maintenance of some. 
The challenging position offers 
competitive salary ond re-locotion 
expenses. Send resume to: Kit- 
seguklo Trucking Ltd., Box 25. R.R. 1, 
South Hozelton. B.C. V0J2R0. NA-16
URGENT: Wanted to rent house or 
cottoge. Hove son 16. daughter 12 
years old. One dog. In Sidney 
preferably. Replies Box D, c/o The 




Seven year old bungalow. 
Three bedrooms, IV2 
bathrooms, finished rec 
room on the lower level. 
Quiet, convenient location. 
Low interest mortgage 
available. Early Possession. 
$69,900
Eric Graham 656-4489
Immaculate 2 year old split 
level home is Sidney on well 
landscaped 75’ x 120’ lot. 
Basement partially 
developed. Separate 14 x 22 
workshop with heavy duty 
wiring. Owner built home. 




FED UP WITH CITY LIVING. Quiet 
older working lady (Granny), non- 
smoker, wonts pleosont 1 bedroom 
apartment, $200. 479-1990. 0279-16
FAMILY OF FOUR recently moved to 
Town of Sidney, looking for 
house/oportment. No pets. 
Approximotely $350 to $400 per 
month. Coll Roy or Cynthia at 
Monnlng Press 656-0171 during 
working hours. tf
1977 966C, quiipped with WELDCO 
grapple and 4 cubic yard G/P bucket, 
23.5 X 25 deep lug 80% tires, full 
guarding, low hours, excellent F.O.B. 
Chetwynd. $118,000: 1974 ML200 
MOUNTAIN LOGGER SKiDDER, 200 
H.P. doss, new tires, Clark winch, 
excellent. Cronbrook, $30,000; 1972 
MICHIGAN 125 IIIA WELDCO 25 
grapple. G.M. power, needs 3 tires, 
minor repairs completed. Kamloops, 
$38,000: 1972 TIMBERJACK 2500, 4 
cubic yard bucket, good tires, ex­
cellent. Cronbrook. $42,750: 1969 
CAT 950, WELDCO grapple, bucket, 
cantilever ROPS, $14,000 in recent 
repairs - Vancouver $42,000. Phone 
986-5685 or 324-2446. NA-16
STOVE DEALERS: Major distributor of 
wood heating equipment is looking 
for established dealers to handle 
such quality stoves os Jotul. 
Waterford, Lakewood, Tempwood, 
etc. Write; Pacific Conserver Products 
Ltd.. 2110 Cliffo Avenue, Courtenoy, 
B.C. V9N 2L4. Phone 334-4133. NA-16
EXPERIENCED FULL-TIME 
PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED for 
central interior newspaper im­
mediately. Must know darkroom and 
process camera work. Salary 
negotiable. Please send samples and 
resume to Box 161, c/o BCYCNA 808, 





, " V ALL-ON-ONE^ ^ ■/ >
Brand new ^3 BR. 2 
bathroom hoine. ■ Located 
oh partly treed fully ser­
viced^ v d/3 ]/; acre? lot; 
Thoughtfully designed with 
the charm of country 
character. You will find it a 
pleasure to : inspect this 







1979 JAYCO, 26' deluxe trailer, with 
awning. Fully equipped. Used 4 
weeks, lists ot $13,500. $9,900 firm. 
Privote. 656-0363 . 0304-16
THE MENNONITE TREASURY OF 
RECIPES • 224 poges, spirot bound, 
$7.50 postpaid. Corillon Centennial 
Cookbook - soft cover, $2.50 post­
paid. Carillon Festive Foods Cook­
book - soft cover. $2.50 postpaid. 
Derkson Printers, Stolnboch, 
Monitobo, R0A2A0. NA-16
COUPLE AS CARETAKER-MANAGER 
for summer resort. Duties include 
control of campsite, oversee cleaning 
staff. For more details write Box 16, 




1) 2 bedroom bungalow in 
South Sidney. Garage plus 
s t o rage'/; V ; room.'' 
Approximately 21 years 
old. Lane access down one 
side351,^0. '
2. 2 bedroom home on a 
big 100 X 100 lot. House 
was renovated 15 years ago. 
Good location, $55,000. 
MLS.
ONE ACRE
Level, subdividable lot with 
older home, small out­
buildings and fruit trees. 
Nice residential area. Priced 




3. Built in 1972 as a 
retirement home, 1 Vi baths, 
living and dining room, 2 
bedrooms, garage, 50 x 130 





For sale by owner two 
bedroomed ground- 
floor suite in prestigious, 
adult-oriented Sidney 
building r " Urifestficted 
sea view. Suite in im­
maculate condition, 
fully equipped, wall-to- 
wall carpets as new, 
hardwood floors. 
Underground parking. 
Extra storage. Ten 
minutes walk from 
Town Centre. Offers to 
$51,000,656-0228.
0260-16
ANOTHER SUPER bosomont sole. 
Soturdoy only. 9 - 5. 1946 Jeffrey 
Rood. (Off East Soonich). Different 
Items including 4 man raft, ten foot 
fibre gloss boot, photographic 
enlarger, stove and ^fridge, sports 
georondmore. 0283-16
ORANGE SHAG RUG, 9x12; utility 
toble with plug: bed table; 21"colour 
T.V.: 2 single beds with mottresses. 
656-3309. 0244-16
WILL DO housecleaning in Deep Cove 
oreo. 656-3259., 0300-16
NEARLY NEW white enomel Enter­
prise wood burning range, with
water jacket, $650. 656-1504 after 6. 
p.m. t ; 0297-16
SALE! 25% off Conodiano Knitting 
Worsted, 100% wool, mochlne- 
wQshoble. Many colors. Suitable for 
ofghons or children's clothes. 
Knitting lessons,'$2.50 each. Kobe's 
Woolcrofts. 656-2276, 11 o.m.- 3 p.m. 
9940-5th Street. ' 0255-16




MOTHER OF TWO will babysit In my 
home, Sansbury School oreo. Phone 
Noncy 656-7034. ’0234-16
WIUIE THE WORKER. Rototilllng, 
manure, shovelling, gardening, yard
BRENTWOOD BAY NEIGHBORHOOD 
GARAGE SALE. Morin Pork cul-de- 
soc. (Off Carmel VVoy). Soturdoy, 
April 19th. 9 o.m. - 4 p.m. 0296-16
GARDEN PLOT available in exchange 
for lawn molntenonce - airport oreo. 
Phono 656-3314. ; .0256-16
clean up, $6.00 per hour. 652-4137. 
0235-1 8
VIKING 30" electric range. In good 
working condition. Oven door needs 
new springs. Asking $100, moke 
offer, 656-1283. 0295-16
FOR SALE: bed chesterfield in ex­
cellent condition. Also 16' trailer with 
many extras. Phone656-2214. 0^7-tf
SEVENTEEN YEAR OLD BOY wonts 
work after school and weekends. 
. Also summer holidays. Phone; 656- 
6595. 0238-16
DOMESTIC SERVICE. reasonable 
rotes. Weekday mornings. Sidney
MISC. WANTED area, only, 656-6323. 0289-16




DEMOLITION SALE. Lumber, bricks, 
oil stove, Fri. and Sot. 9 - 4. 2420 
Malaview. 0285-16
HUMMEL FIGURES and plates; Roygi 
Dolton Figures and Toby Jugs ols t 
Militorio Swords, Boyonefs. Budge, 
and Medals. 383-0405: 386-0911. IB-tt.,
4-PLEX IN RESORT AREA. Good return 
for Investment. Must see to ap­
preciate. Owner will finance. Phono 
037-5000, weekends 679-3501. Box 
808 Chose, B.C. VOE 1 MO. NA-16
GARAGE SALE. Bedding, drapes, 
dishes, choirs, pionts, etc. Collec­
tibles and antiques. 9690 - 5th Street, 
Sidney. Soturdoy only, 9 - 5 p.m. 656- 
5340, 0277-16
WANTED: Outdated cotton drosses, 
bathing suits, summer wear etc. Will 
pay cosh. 384-8680, 3B5-5S24 after six 
p.m, 0237-16
WILD&WOOLY
Two side by side lots 3/4 
and 1 acre, on a treed south 
slope with double frontage 
on Tatlow and Laurel Rds. 
in Deep Cove. MLS. 
Asking $26,500 and 
$27,750.
5. Newly listed 3 bedroom 
full basement home, Close 
to shopping and bench. 
Lane acce.ss to rear yard. 
MLS. $67,900.
$2,600 DOWN Buys 5 ocros o( Sun- 
shino on Gobriolo Island. 30 min: 
Forrysids from Nonolmo. Price 
$26,000,00, Noll Work, 247-8852. 
Gobriolo Roolty, 247-9622. NA-16
GOLD PROPERTY FOR SALE noor 
Dawson City Box 93 Fort Nolson, B.C. 
VOC 1R0. Phono 774-2876, NA-16
SPRING HAS SPRUNG, SO GET YOUR 
DUNGI Tho Soonlch Holsloln 4'H Coll 
Club is again soiling cow manure to 
raise money lor this yoor's ocllvlllos. 
$20 per pick-up load dullvored. 
Phono 652-5756 , 652-1761 or 656- 
1802. Also — Fine sawdust • great for 
mulch. $15 per pick-up doliverad. 
0284-16
OLD HOMESTEADS, WATERFRONT 
ACREAGES, woodlols, 50 ocres plus, 
please give oil details. R.H. Roolty 
Ltd., Box 396, Doyle, Alberto, NA-17
HELP WANTED handyman
ARDMORK LOT
Located on Jura Road, 1,0 
acre. Nicely treed, good 
holding property. MLS. 
$28,900.
EXTRA lANDT EXTRA MONEY? Turn 
your lond Into cosh, subdivide. Our 
O.C. book lolls you how. Send $10.00, 
Subdivision Plonnor, Box 95, Troll, 
B.C. VlR4t3. NA-16
REFRIGERATOR 10 CU. FT. Almond. 
Used 3 months, $220. Smell wood 
hoolor, $65,656-6862 . 0241-16
COOK AND PART TIME wollrossos. 
Country Kitchen, Drontwood Shop­
ping Plozo, 652-1192. 016.tl
ENAMEl Oil COOK STOVE, good 
condition. $50. 24" Viking electric 
range, $20,656-2624.239-16
SIDNEY COMMERCIAL 
2 side by side lots. 54x100 
each, level, cleared, all 
.scrvice.s, back lane. 
Package $79,000.
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
3,86 acre. Level, cleared, all 
services. Lowest sq. ft. cost 
around. Price $280,(XK),
CURTEIS POINT 
Superior 2 bedroom no 
step home. Convenienlly 
located to sevcial 
marinas. This home is 
perfect for the active 
couple. Huge deck with 
pool and separate 
workshop. MLS, 
$135,(KM).
FOR SAIE BY OWNER IN MT. CURRIE 
B.C. 75 ocros - 24'x60' Hall; 2 houses, 
I cabin, dining car. 1010 J. Dooru 
Dackhoo; 1968 Dodga truck; woler on 
pioporly. Phono 094-6200 (ollor 5 
p.m.) NA-16
WHITE BATHROOM SINK with lops, 
$25; pink showor curloln with clips. 
656-6003 , 0331-16
WANTED URGENTLY mon and womon 
wilh own Ifonsporlotion, good 
housflkooplng skills ond Inlorositrd In 
■ potsonol coro to ocl os moinlwrs ol 
Iho hoollh coro loom on Iho Soonlch 
Ponlnsulo. Also noodod porsons 
Inlorosiod in llvo’ln positions, Coll 
















SIDNEV AREA. A collage, older home 
or lulloble oxlitlng house on lorgo 
lol or small acreage with nalurul 
beauty, privacy. Could build If 
necossory. Please reply trj Box C, 




For rent. Approx.. 640 sq. 
























ID ACRI l*ARM, grsud pasture, treed 
acreage. 2 bams, 40s350 with hog 
wulerer One born 40x2.*>0 Insulated, 
teed hnppeis. iiimpsnn Maxwell 10 
K.V. (itilomnllc llgltl plnnl, 3 hedinnm 
Ronr.her • fruit trees and beiries, For 
♦uilher Infotmallon phone Otnne 
Adoir - H.W. DIf.kle llrnlietl, 70 
flnwetnmeni Street. Dunron B C. V9t 
1AI, 746-8171 at 746.679,1 i*
WESTERN SEAVIEW 
The Saanich Inlet is 
featured in this sunny Vi 
acre location. Beautifully 
finished kitchen, most 
attractive dining room, an 
imprcs,sive living room, 
king sized bedroom plus 
den. Lower lloor contains 
entrance, family room, and 
an additional bedroom plus 
room for development. 
$98,1)00. MLS. .
tIONIV. Quiet tul-de-sat, 3 
bedrtxims, 9'A bolhtms., lumpus, 
den, possible In.low, 3,000 llnlshed 




425 sq. ft. office space. 
$230 per montli jncludes 
electricity, air condition, 
Itcnt, water, elevator ser­
vice.
960 sq. ft. office space, 
$560.(X) per month includes 
electricity, air condition, 
heat, water, elevator ser­
vice.
1044 sq. ft. office space, 
$6(K).00 per montli includes 
electricity, air condition, 







FENCE AND SIDING. 300,000 sq. ft. 
ixinols. Durnblo . altrartiva. loss Ihon 
prico, 32i; p«i sq. It, cholco ol 
colors (lud surlqt# • 100 sq. ft. only 
$32. Chock bargtjins lor rooting ■ 
griionhoiiso - polio . (arm and olhor 
buildings . Indusiriol • Hygionlc wall 
lining NUFAB. 530-6201, 22470
l iasorllighway, langloy. V3A4P6.
N A . I 6 ________________ ; ; ; ;;
rI7l no” dIJtCHMaIT V I bi oiliqrOoTd
slulcii baxos, piovnn 96% rocovory, 
guntanUMxt lo hold Frrisor RIvor 
gold, ton yards por doy. sooing Is 
iuillovlng, I'hono Flying Dulthmon 
859-5490 Abtwlitord.nc. NA 16
April 20 ol ono p.rn, With nv«r :i00 lop 
quullly Hums, vluwing Solurdoy P.M, 
Sunday o.ro. unlit Auclion Kmsi, 
Stockmans Holol In Kootloops,
wfgoi; powor unit on whuols; J.D. 
644 loniior with grapple; H.D. 16 cal; 
17,000 Ib, lorkllll. C-4 skjddor; 1965 
Dodgo t;it)00 truck; Mllloi wolcfor. 
tool Irnllot. S«ll oil or inporolely. 
Phone 032 21176,_____ NA-IJ.
7TlTATrr'Hi'TRAaoC'"Ti'o''"-
Cummlni, Fuller 15.speed, Axles • 
I2.';ni,0<10, long Wheolboie, Needs 
work, riskino $7500,00, 66 Pelorhill 
Convonllonal C t C, 250 Cummins, 
Fuller 13 speerl. Axles - I3,r;i0,000, 
long wheelhuse. Good r.undlllon. 
Needs rubber, $6,000, I’bone 537.
2M6^ ^ _ _________ u NA.16
INTERNAflONArmiFlIlTlRIIti. 
F.xcellenI condillun. Never used lor 
logging. 3 spool volve. Coll Ray ot 
747..'123l rrr 993.4568 R.R, 91, Box 33 
Urngon I oke Road, Quesnel, B,C. V31 
.IHfi. NA-16
CANT WORK 9 TO 5? Sell Avon and 
you emr rhoose your own hours. Earn 
good ntonoy ood oreel Inlerostlng 
(wofiln, tuu. For (ioioils, toll Mrs. 
Guenther, 384.7345.











1970 VW Westphalia 
pop-top camper. New 
rebuilt engine, tires. 
63,000 miles. $3,300. 
658-8931.
SAAN. PENINSUIA GUIDANCE 
ASSOCIATION services lor the 
family, individual, marriage and 
family counselling. 656-1247. 2440 
Sidney Ave. (Town Hall). tf
PETS
LIVESTOCK
CHICKS - brown egg layers, white
leghorns, while rocks, order early 
ship anywhere, Napier Chick Solos, 
6743 - 216th St.. Box 59, Milner, B.C. 
VOX no. 534-7 2 22. If
40'STEEL 
TUGBOAT 
Tunnel drive hull. 4.5’ 
draft. Twin 6-71, GM 
diesels, radar, VHF 2 
station, hydraulic 








Excellent second cut. 
Dairy or horse feed. 
Large supply. $155 per 
ton. 100% Canadian — 
Alberta’s finest. Phone 





Sunday Coffee Social 
We wish to invite all single, 
divorced, widowed or 
separated persons to our 
Sunday night coffee and 
dancing social. 7:30 - 10:00 
at New Dimensions 
Studios, 755 Yates Street, 
next to the Dominion 
Hotel. Free dance lesson 
included. Call 382-0333 for 
further information.
0263-16
PENINSUIA SINCIES ClUB DANCE at 
McMorran's Seaview Room, 5110 
Cordova Boy Rood, Friday, April 18. 
1980. Dancing 9*1. Tickets $4,00. 
Reserve Nowl Tickets avoitoble of 
Hillside Mall. Phone 479-7195 
onytime. 0262-16
FREE KIHENS ovoiloble. Call 656- 
1549. 0281-16
FOR S.ALE: orange colour factor mole 
canaries. Good singers, $30. each. 
Phone 656-1283. 0294-16
ANNQUNEEMSNTS
' NTED: Older model cor, morris 
n tnor, Metropolitan Austin or like 
with limited work required. 479-5427.
0150-14
IRISH SETTER PUPPIES. Registered, 
shots, dew clows removed and 
dowormed. Wonderful companions. 
Gervals, Kulono Irish Setters. 4121 
Telegraph Road, Cobble Hill, B.C. 
VOR I LO. Phono 743-2191. NA-16
Pre-School
FOR SALE
64 CHEV PICKUP. 6-cy!. Runs well. 




'76 GLASSPLY BOAT. 21 V, ft., Sedan 
stvie, 165 Mercruiser, stern canvas, 
CB. DS, tandem Roodrunner trailer, 
$11,500.479-5702. tf
9.9 HP JOHNSTON SEAHORSE, 
longshafl. $450. 656-3322 days. 0207- 
16
WANTED: Cows ond quota. Will pay 
top price. Apply to John or James 
Zall, 1855 Thain Rd., Cobble Hill, B.C. 
VOK 110 or phone 743-5022. tf
Peninsula Day Care 
And Pre-School 
Registration being accepted 
for bi-lingual (French) 
summer program (three or 
six weeks) July 14th - 
August 22nd, 2, 3, or 5 
mornings per week. Space is 
also available for Sep­
tember. Phone 652-4866.
0253-17
18' RIVERBOAT 135 h.p. jet, fully 
equipped, e-z-e haul trailer. $9800.00 
or trade on low time 172, 180 
Cherokee, 180 Comonche. Con 
deliver. Phone 442-2962. NA-16
BttStHESS FEBSOUi;
CA KE DECORA TING
1979 - 27'TRAVELAIRE TRAILER. Large 
fridge and freezer, bathrub. carpet 
and linoleum, large storage box on 
bock, 656-7847. 0249-17
Wedding, anniversary etc. Tops ond 
ornaments on hand. Phone Mary 658- 
8658. (096-15)
1979 DODGE MAXI VAN. 360 motor, 
roised roof, trailer package, custom 
interior, 4 swivel tilt seats, table, 
closet, sleeps four. 656-7847. 0248-17
AHENTION
BOATERS!!!
OR. WILSON is pleased to announce 
the purchase of the Brentwood Bay 
Veterinary Clinic. Practicing In 
Brentwood Bay since 1978, Dr. Wilson 
has special interest in pet practice, 
particularly reproduction obstetrics 
and pediatrics. Expanding the 
laboratory facilities. Dr. Wilson, 
Tamsin Bland, Animal Health 
technician and Linda Sinclair, 
receptionist, are happy to continue 
24 hour service to the Saanich 
Peninsula. 0343-16
1978 YAMAHA ENDURO DT100. Like 
new condition, street reody. $750.00. 
Phone 652-4775. 0254-16 & FISHERSyiEN!!!





. , , : JUST ME 
'Owner Wilf Dorman gives 
personal attention to all; 
orders. Phone 656-4754
Need Insurance for your 
boat?
Your present coverage too 
costly?
We have access to New and 
Excellent Markets (Lloyd’s 
of London) and we’re 
excited about the Coverages 
we can provide. ^
CALL NOW for details as 




COWELL • Ean and Cathy aro 
delighted to announce the birth of 
their first bom, Tlffony May, 7 lbs. 
1’/i ozs., April 7, 1980. First gran­
dchild for Gloria and Bill Cowell, 
Nona Lebbetter. and Dr. Tom Leb- 
better. First great grandchild forMre. 
Kathy Moffit and Mrs. Gertrude 
Shaw. First Great Great grandchild 
for Mrs. Winnifred Gaunt and Mrs. 
May Cowell. Thanks to Dr. F. 
Doerffer and nursing staff at Soonich 
Peninsula Hospital. 0245-16
THE FAMILY of the late Mrs. Eleanor 
Soles extend sincere thanks ond 
appreciation to the nursing staff of 
Soonich Peninsulo Hospital for their 
kindness, and core of our mother. 
Our special thanks to Dr. Moffoot. 
Betty Thompson, Quesnel, Ken Soles, 




48” Machine and Front end 
loader. Leveling - Lawn 
Prep. New Veg. Gardens 
Layed Out. Soil Removal in 
Small Places,
J.A. EQUIPMENT 







The hugesi one stop 
lujiiipmciit Rcnlal Yard on 
the Saanich I’ciiinsula. 
Aiiihoii/od ilcalor I'oii 
i'OUO, I.AWNUOY ami 
SNAPI’Fk,




All kinds ol homo FIX-IT jobs, Repair 
smoll opplloncos, olociric cords olc. 
No job loo small.
Reel Mower Speciulixls.
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION S HIGHWAYS 
SAANICH HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
Nollco of Inlonllon to Clos* Fulmar 
Rood B102B which runs off Horton Bay 
Road, Soctlon 2, Moyns Island, 
Cowichan District.
McDOUCAll - Morge of Sidney, B.C. 
peacefully at Soonlch Peninsulo 
Hospital on April 9, 1980, in her 80th 
year. Survived by her husband, Roy; 
also ono sister, Doris Sandman 
(Victoria); two granddaughters. Miss 
Marge Donovan (Penticton) and Mrs. 
Caroline Galt (Queen Charlotte City), 
Privote cremotlon. Flowers gratefully 
declined, Arrongemenit through Iho 
Memoriol Society of B.C. and First 
Momoriol Service. j6
AI !i(tri/cd 
, War ra ill y 
Sciv icc C'cnirc,
Troy built machine will go through 
24" opening. Coll onytimo &S6-1378. 
Keep this number beside your 
phonoI
021915
FIREWOODS • cut lo order. Cedar 
posts and roils. Solor.l Iron falling. 
Phano65()-4213, Il
Notice is hereby given that II Is Ihe 
Intention of tho Ministry of Tran­
sportation 8 HIghwoys lo close 
Fulmar Rood #1028 which runs oil 
Horton Boy Rood between the 
romoindor ol lot 1, Plan 6165 and Lol 
5, Plan 71413, Section 2, Moyne 
Islond, Cowichan Dlslrlct. This rood Is 
lo be relocated adjacent lo Wllmer 
Road on tho west side ol Lot 5, Plan 




OOO GROOMING. Crirliliod 
groomer. Poodle, small, medium 




Daily - puuliry - gFCciihouse 
■ machinery operator,s etc, 
llotli siinuly and teinporury 
and Slimmer einployirieni 
job.s will he opening, 
Regi.stcr now. Some im­
mediate jobs available. 
Apply to; 2()5'.3400 l.)cniglas 
Street, 382-4274.
0232-16
INCOME TAX RETURNS PREPARED.
Will tome la shutlns. seniors, In 
Sidney oreu, Reasonable rales, 
Experienced, 656-1290. 16
KUBRAGE, GARBAOI MAULED.
Ilasemenl and clenn-up jobs. Phono 
652-4035, 37-11
NO JOB TOO IMAU, Young coi- 
imnler willing to do lances, sun- 
decks, ronovallons, ptilnllng etc, All 
wmk gueionleod. Phone Ron 6S6. 
0287 or 656-3625, tl
SWIMMING POOl DEAIIRSHIP
Awoid winning Calllntnin Pool 
Monulaclurei wonts lo esiobliih o 
Weslern Conmllnii dealership net­
work. Iho pqlrtnlefl pnni it non- 
coiroilve, partly or lully Iniulcited, 
Accepted dealers will Ixive exclusive 
lorriloilos and will be becked with 
province wirlo tnlevlilcin and 
nowipnper ndvnttlslng, I’lecne send 
resume to; Box 150, c.-'o BCYCNA, 
008, 207 West Hoitlngs 51,, Van­
couver II,C. V58 1H7, All replies 
conlldenllol, NA-2
Sehmissions In writing regordlng this 
Intotided road closure will bo 
received by Iho District Highways 
Mtinoger, MinlitiY cil Iransporlollon 
and HIghwoys, Slo. 103-4475 
Viowmon' Avenue, Victoria, B.C., 
VHZ 5K8, up to 2;00 p.m , April 34lh, 
1980.
G,W Haiper, 
District HIghwoys Monogot 
. 16
Raffle winners at the 
April 12 Sidney Twirler 
awards were: Ricky 
Courser, food hamper; K. 
Russell, hand painted oil; 
D. Turgeon, calculator; J. 
Rookc, travel alarm clock; 
K. Griffey, alarm clock; 
Wes Jones, Avon coffee 
pot; H, Norman, Avon 
novelty; Lyn Thornton, 
decorated cake.
April wedding








workers needed. Own 
trnnspnriaiion t essential. 
Transplanting, potting etc. 
No heavy work. Apply: 
205-3400 Dougins Street. 
.382-4274i
02.33-16
NO JOB TOO IMAU, Young English 
raf|)onl«r, 5 years apnratilUnshlp, 
Ouatonlned wr,itk.‘ Coll Steve 656- 
5(119. tl
SPtiDY
COMPUTE lElP.CONTAINID SHAKE- 
IHINOU Mill. Hendrig lor beams 
and rough lumber ott 10 acres, 300 
ocres moslly cedor oil logging 
equlpmonl, Reply F end F Cedar 
Producis, Celliln, B.C. VgC HO. NA-
GARDEN SERVICE. Grind 
lollehln work, Plwiso roll alter 4 p.m 
656 6859: tl
ROTOVATING - smell [HmuM 
machine. Free ostlmoles; Bob 
Mcirlmon. 656 4772, 656.2040. oiler 5 
pm. 01,1.1-11
EARN A SECOND INCOME I $300.00 a 
wtpek Of more, Al home In your own
lime. Write Income Plus, Box ,1432. 
Costlegur.B.C, VIN3N8. NA-16
MOST PHASES el
liii.iK. u|iii.q iiIm:i 




6W, I'i9'i nliiK 5 
U) Il
HAVE A NICE 4 BR Sidney home, 
Value 169,000, Aisumnble mtHigaoe 
$42,000 ol im%, Will Node dawn to 
older 9 RR Sidney home plus flnrinrlnl 
mJIuslmpni. Serious enttulrers wtile 
P.O, Box J142. Sidney, B ,C, VBl 346, 
0196-16
THREE BEDROOM lONOAlOW lor 
sol# t,.y owner. Holt acre, tteor 
Pnnnmi'nn Initnre rnnlrs 8«,),,(|rul 
Juan d* Futn view, londieeplra cind 
garden, Well arid large oeirien loot 
shed 656-376B , 0206,if
TWO BfDtOOM .vinUil* In n,|.d(
|xirk, minimum ago 45 yeori, no 
children- Irldge. sieve, ww, 2 baths 
impels, 656 4527. 0171 tl
AVTKACTIVI LARGE, sunny and quiet
n.re bn.-t.i"...rv. ttiiru nnor irn-,.-. n.'.'t
incisliote. Avnlloble April )h, For 
Interview phone 656-5,147 trom 5:1)0 < 
7,00 p,m, lVO-14
DOORII B.C'I lOWMT PRICESI Pie- 
hung Irileiior, $I9.S<0. sulld iHietlor 
pre-hung, $59.00; Ponelled donrs. 
4.19,00, Closet bllllds, $17,90; 
Deadbolt locks, $9.90, Canada's 
liiigiikl •ulei llnnl Wiile nt piiune be 
ItiHber Inlnimation. Walker Door 
ltd,, Vantouver 266. 1101, 1346 4,W, 
Morine Drive V6P 5Z9 or Norlb 
Vomouver 985-9714, 1589 Gulden 
,A,4iV7r,1,M, NM(
PRIiTIGIOUS INTIRFfATIONAl 
COSMETICS firm Is seeking 
represenlnilves Reply; P-O- Box 
523(1, ymofio. ..oil’ll?
rxpr»irNciD''Ftui$iRv worker.'20-
:ki bouii per week, will) peiilclde 
dli|.iensliig let vreebondi om) 
evenings. Steady work, t Central 
Snnnii.b nieq, Apply 205-3400 
Douglcis 51. VIctorIri, 302-4274 , 0290-
) t.
LEO LODl5i!RS“
COMPUri lET OF 1979 I iKyrInpedin
Billlonlcolor sole. 646 3696 030-16
12 ROOM HQTIl IN I.C. REQUIRES 
MAINTENANCE MAN. Must be, «
liandynKm oniJ torpenier, Molure 
appllrnnii only need npply- Please 
send tell resume and photo lr> 






Again available for 
Sidney and sunoundiiig 
disiricl. Good Work­
manship at reasonable 
prices,
Also excellent crews
nvnilnhln for Irirger johr
656-5297
HO T TUBS
Some denlerstilps still ovalloble 
■Willi Conntlns leading 
menuf art lifer,








Notice ol Applltollon 
lorChongeolName 
NOTICE Is bereliy given thol an 
applknllon will bo mode to the 
Dlier.lor ol Vital SlatlilKs (or a 
change ol nomo, pursuoni lo Ibe 
provisions ol the Chonge ol Nome 
Acl," by me.- Cheryl Colberine 
Haddad of 11321 Cholel Rood In 
Sidney, in Ibe Province ol Drillih 
Columbia, os (ollowi:. locbongo my 
name Irom Cheryl Colberine Haddad 
to Cheryl Catherine Harktnd Poulos, 
Dated this 2Bib day al Jonuary, A-0,
Cheryl Moddod,
Lcnc Tellerup Nielsen, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ovc Tellerup Nielsen, will 
marry Anthony 
Christopher McCormick, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. J.A. 
McCormick of Victoria, 
April 26, at I p.m. in Holy 




lOSTi large orange cal with while 
(xiws and while patch on chest. 652. 
9935, Reword, 02.16-16
FCDSONALS COMING EVmS
DIVORCEI $10(1 t tiling lent We
p. epoiB ,oui divuHW su-et ll'-« 
I'.hone lost, for rnoie inloirnnlion 
Mill THf. LAW taiorri ui jack o.
JAMTS. M.n.A , HO, toll (rini 112- 
tIOII 661 3035 (In’ t/nn.never men iflil 
(217 2442). Chqcgnx and Minlerl
22TH ANNUAL lAANlcirpININIUlA
Arts ond Crolis Show and Sole. 
Presenting wolertolutlsl . Horry 
Heine, Soturdoy, May 3, Sunday, May 
4, 10-5i30. Sanscha Mall, Sidney, 
Admission SOc. 240 17
The Inter-Municipal 
Recreation Committee, 
through its Integrated 
Recreation for the Han­
dicapped Project, invites 
you to visit a mall display 
on ''Recreation Programs 
and Scrvice.s to the Han­
dicapped" at Mayfair Mall 
on April 18 and 19 during 
store hours.
hnii|(. vvuh:tu.nitl. ;iii II
INCORPORA1II $200 ivlusjilingtees. 
Intnrpaxiln ynurself - lost - nvei ihe 
l«l(.phonB Our Ifirrns and typing'>i
I,in I.(.11;. t ,'j,
Sell Counsel S.sivites loll tree 112- 
800-663 3035. Charges and 
Maslarrhnrqe n|iprfiv»d 47 tl
IPRINO PAIR 1EB0. Ook Bay-Oordon
Head Coniervollves on Solurday. 
April t9ih, at St, Mory'i ChurthHall, 
Elgin Road. Ook Boy. Homebnklng,
l,i!iii tlllviuiu,, U)|, uiiJ nulls, 
jewellry ond plants lor Mother'i Day. 






Buy Direct FronvThe 
Manufacturer And Snvcl























All types of brick and block work, 
now flreplocei or repair your old 







•22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 















Rosidentaii, Commerciol and 
Golf Course Construction.














Through Steam Extroctlon 




Fence Posts, Digging, 50 















Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - ' Driveways - 


















“Big or small 
we will do them all’’























“No Job Too Small” 
656-5604
BLUE ARMY





and Tractor Service 

































Serving Sidney, Central 
& North Saanich.
656-1920
AJAX HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Windows - Floors • Carpets 















PATCHING SPECIALISTS • PRICE 









1864 John Rd. 
656-2691











Avoiloble After - ^ 
Regulor Hours 




















Government certified technicion 
with 35 yeors experience in 








Also Hauling. Will deliver one to 




Marine, Auto A Safety Glass 




lOI 14 McDonald 
ParkRdi 656-1313
APEX STEEL LTD.
COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING S WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 







I SIDNEY BUILDER I
I Now specializing in |
I finishing carpentry, ■ 
J cabinets and built-ins,! 
I rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
I additions — no job too | 
I small. I
I Renovate and Save j 
I FREE ESTIMATES j
BLUE ARMY
One call does 
il all.
Get ready for summer 
(Power flush your motor| 
including thermostat, $45. 
Open Mon. - Fri. 9 - 4:30 | 
I p.m., Sat. 8 -1:00 p.m. 















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.












To Leather & Suede 






BACK FILLING - LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES
2320 Amherst, Sidney 
Lewis Sevigny 656-3583
Roofers
ROY'S ALl.BAY MARINESERVICES LTD. 
10134 McDonald Park Rd.
656-7023
[©BSSSHD
lAClOKV AIJIIIOKIZED RLI’AIU SHOP 
O.M.C. STERN DRIVE - lOHNSON AND 
EVINRIJDE (H)TIIOARDS. MERCRUISER 
STERN DRIVE.

















• plowing, cultivating 
& roiovaling






h'or all your roofing 
needs,
Shakes, Sltingles, Tar& 















A & B BOAT TOPS
CompIniB Bool Upli(iliK»rY 
Canvn. BrKit Top*






1 •BACKHOE WORK 
1 .CAT WORK 
1»TRUGKING ■































Duct work, Chimneys, 
Boilers, Oil Stoves. DISCOUNT
Resident ial - Com- PICTURE
mercial. FRAMING
POWER CLEANED Al*o oil polnlliifl. *ol«« ond 
roMlol.
652-2162 656-0207
PUT A LIITLE SUNSHINE IN 











MUSH AND GAS 
fi-itnpliiH> HHlitllnlicim 
(.itniiWinu ' «»ltnu*t *v*liinn for
bool*
PIANO TUNER REPAIRS 




• ON suan A SPEC lAia v
,, * ADJV^Sl- & V()K:V', HAMMF,RS
ACI I()N A SOVJNOSI.RVICI TO 
PUIll IG>--ILACHHRS,
sf 'Hfini nr mi isir , r i i ms a- chi mcnps 











IVt>riKkBnpln() IHol biiloiHP. 
fWiyrolli, writ# up work. On» llin» 
ofrly Of boil*, My lw>m« or
65H-8859
By HELEN LANG
Today, some discussion on planter boxes and hanging 
baskets, for those of you who have a deck, or a patio, or 
a balcony. It is amazing how much you can cram into a 
small space, if that is all the garden you have. There are 
whole books written on the joys of “container gar­
dening.” For one thing, you don’t have so far to bend 
to do your weeding!
One thing to remember i.s that your plants have to 
spend the whole of what we hope will be a long hot 
summer, in those containers, so lets begin with some 
suggestions on the kind of growing medium you should 
use.
The most satisfactory combination of materials is 
one-third soil, one third peatmoss, and one third sand. ' 
The soil is, of course, to provide nutrition. The peat 
provides the means of moisture retention, and the sand 
gives us good drainage. All these things are essential.
If you have trouble getting sand...and the only place 
that 1 know where you can get it is at Butler Brothers 
gravel pit on Keating Crossroad...you can substitute 
vermiculite, or pearlite. Neither the peatmoss nor the 
sand (or vermiculite) contain any nutrients, so you will 
have to fertilize your boxes regularly.
1 find it works well if you add bone meal to the 
original soil mix, about a cupfull to each large con­
tainer, or one-quarter of a cup to a hanging basket 10 
inches in diameter.
The nice thing about bone meal is that it works 
slowly, over a long period of lime, and it doesn’t burn 
like the commercial fertilizers do if you happen to 
overdo it sometime when your hand has slipped.
It is too much to expect bonemeal to do the whole job 
of nourishing your plants...it is something to fall back 
on if you are a bit forgetful, or are away a lot. You will 
need to supplement your fertilizing with commercial 
preparations.
I use that old favorite 20-20-20 (reduce the package 
dosage by about one-half), one, say, the first Sunday of 
the month, and then use fish fertilizer (the manufac­
turers have found a way to eliminate the smell) on the 
third Sunday of the month...in other words, you fer­
tilize ever two weeks.
The reason you have to fertilize so often is that you 
water your baskets, or pots, so often that you wash the 
fertilizer out of the soil on a regular basis.
Most baskets that you buy already “made up” have a ■ 
very porous mixture for a growing medium, and. ypnifi 
Aviil alrnbsi eeftainly have to water these every day, andjo 
if they are in the full sun,^ maybe (horrors) twice a day. v 
No time left for a social life, you have your respon­
sibilities to those darned baskets!
If you find yourself in such a situation, don’t throw 
the basket out, it need not become such a task-master. 
Over the top of the so-called soil, in the basket, add 
some real dirt...there is always room!
For those of you who already have baskets, or planter 
boxes, and are concerned the soil may have lost its 
vitality, it will probably suffice to scrape off about two 
inches of the soil and add fresh soil, mixed with about 
one-quarter cup of bone-meal.
One thing to remember when you buy a basket or a 
pot, is “the larger the pot or basket, the less often you 
will have to water it, and fertilize it.”
One thing about all this watering and fertilizing, is 
that you will have a lot of growth, and a lot of bloom. 
Your plants may become too overgrown, and this is the 
time to cut them back. It really does wonders when you 
have the courage to take what may seem like drastic 
measures. Even petunias make a magnificent new show 
when they have been cut back ruthlessly.
1 saw the evidence of this when my neighbour had a 
petunia basket blow off her deck. She sadly picked the 
basket up, and almost decided to throw it out...all the 
petunias were broken off almost at the base. She is a 
kind person, and decided to give the petunias one more 
chance, and before long that was the nicest basket on 
her deck 1
If you can find sonic cow manure, and throw a 
generous men,sure around your roses, your rhubarb, and 
among,St your strawberries, it will do wonders for your 
plants, A pickup load (aboiil two yards) can be had for 
$25 IVom 0. Aylard's farm on Wain Road. Call 656- 
1955. For siniiller amount you may be able to get .some 
from a nursery, or simply share a load with a neighbour.
Rlcasc watch your fruit trees for the correct spraying 
time for the dread "winter moth.” You should spray 
bcrofc the blooms open, and again after (he petals fall, 
Rlciise don’t .spray when the trees arc in full bloom, 
.since Methoxychlor spray Is deadly to bees, and there 
are already far loo few of these very necessary lllllc 
creatures nround.
Mr. Arrantl, of the department of agriculture, 
suggesm you reduce tlie omount of Methoxychlor 
necessary to kill winter moth by mixing Safer's 
Insecticidal Soap with > the Methoxychlor, The 
proporUons you should use arc one-half teaspoon of 
Methoxychlor and five tublc.spoons of Sufer’s Soap to 
one gallon of water, thus reducing the pesticide to one 
eighth the amount l|ic manufacturer suggests, and 
drumiulenlly reducing Ihc hazard to bcc.s.
May 1 urge you to spray on a calm evening, when the 
bees have slopped foraging? The deadly effects of the 
pesticide hove pretty well dissipated by morning.
Ar/.-
I''' : .
‘TM TAKING HIM OUT FOR A SLITMCRr’
1 Sun Ml w SecreUinai Service
656-5641 2452 Beaajon Ave,
"FOR ALL YOUR TVRINC NEEDS”
Did You Know?
April 21 to 27 
'. Is
Nathmal Secretaries Week
SAY "THANK YOU" FOR A JOB 






ST. ANDREW’S MORNING GROUP
RUMMAGE SALE
FRIDAV, APRIL 18






For most people, 
Canadian Tax Law is 
complicated. And 
the new special 
return may add to 
the confusion.
That's where H&R 
Block comes in. We’ll 
make sure you get 
all your deductions and credits, whether they are 
contained in the form you receive or not. We're 







Peninsula’s own Kay Ratcliffe with one of her *‘butterfly” watercolours.
This year be sure.
H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS 
^Appointments Available!
Sidney 656-2411
303'2453 Beacon Ave. (Hollingworth Bldg.)
(Over Lunn's Deli & Coffee Shop)
Open 9 a m. to 6 p.m. Weekdays 
Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.-
Popular peninsula artist Kay Ratcliffe marks yet 
another milestone this Sunday with the opening of her 
first-ever all watercolour show at The Backroom 
Gallery in Oak Bay.
Simply called “Watercolours”, this show is set to 
run through May 3, and will feature 27 paintings 
Ratcliffe has completed over the past year.
.An 11-year resident of the peninsula, Ratcliffe 
started painting 20 years ago while living just south of 
Ottawa. “I had always wanted to paint,” she said in 
an interview Friday. So she finally enrolled in an art 
class.
From there it has been work, success, more work, 
and more success.
She has had a number of exhibitions, beginning in 
1966 with her one-woman show in Olympia, 
Washington, and including a two-woman show at the 
Uttley Art Gallery here in Sidney in 1977.
Included in her lengthy list of honours is an 
honourable mention in the Northwest Watercolour
Mistake
poster
Officials of the Saanich 
Peninsula Community 
Association are anxious to 
correct an error which 
appeared ^ Tn a vyidely 
distributed- poster ad- ' 
vertising a bingo being held 
tonight (Wednesday) to 
'raise funds for the‘ 
association’s work.
The poster stated bingo 
cards would be sold for $2 
each. It should have stated 
cards would be sold for S2 
for six with extra game 
cards at 25 cents each.
The bingo will be held in 
Sanscha Hall beginning at 7 
p.m. Funds raised will be 
used to help support the 
as.sociation’s three services, 
a homemaker service, 
volunteer bureau and 
STAG the association’s 
youth program.
Society show in Bellvue, Washington in 1978 and 
again in 1979, and a “best in show” for the Federation 
of Canadian artists Travelling Exhibition in 1978.
She has studied with a number of other artists all 
along the west coast, among them Carl Hall of Salem, 
Oregon; Richard Yip of Stockton, California; Herbet 
Siebner of Victoria; and Betty Mears of Tacoma, 
Washington.
In her 20 years of painting, Ratcliffe has “gone 
through oils, acrylics and collages,” and is now 
working almost exclusively in watercolours. She made 
the shift to watercolours just six years ago, primarily 
because of its immediacy and quickness of results.
“It suits my temperament,” she explained. She is 
able to complete a painting quickly in watercolour. “If 
lucky, you can get whatever you want in an hour or 
two,” she said.
“You know in the first three or four hours if it will 
be successful or not,” she added later.
Oils aren’t quite so quick. “They’re more plod­
ding.” And if you haven’t really achieved what you 
had wanted, you’re never sure if you can get it by 
working further.
But quickness isn’t the only good quality of 
watercolours. Ratcliffe also likes what the colours do 
on paper. “Even accidents can turn out to be nice,” 
she said. *
It’s also more “fluid” than oils — “the water does 
the whole thing” for her.
Her show at The Backroom Gallery consists of a 
number of paintings of butterflies, both because they 
lend themselves to the medium, and because she is able 
to paint from her father’s butterfly collection she now 
has at her Land’s End home.
But she confesses the butterflies she paints are not 
exact copies. “I’m not an illustrator,” she cautions.
In addition to the butterflies are some landscapes, 
flowers, and a first for her — some birds.
Ratcliffe thinks she will stay with watercolours for 
the near future, hut^^m^ into collages as well —
ahric -
The second annual Block 
Parent meeting will be held 
April 23 at 8 p.m. in 
Brentwood elementary 
school library. The general 
meeting includes a display 
sample showings of films 
purchased by the Lions 
Club.
As most committee 
members have been in­
volved with the program 
since its inception two years 
ago, we hope to receive 
nominations or volunteers 
to continue our efforts, says 
a spokesman Tor the 
Brentwood Bay Steering 
committee.
“New people with their 
ideas and fresh enthusiasm 
are an integral and very 
welcome part of any en­
deavor.”
A general discussion will 
follow and questions and 
suggestions will be 
welcome.
From time to time, some 
people may wonder if it’s 
really worth the effort to 
put up the sign, says the 
spokesman. “Reports from 
Block Parents across 
Canada and in B.C. 
continually reaffirm our 
belief in the program and its 
purpose and 99 per cent of 
the time it may not be 
necessary. We are here for 
the one percent, well worth 
our effort, considering that 
one per cent is a youngster 
in need.” For more in­
formation contact chair­
person Bev. Haggett at 652- 
4156.
OVEN-FRESH






Ornamental Iron Work - Welding Repairs 
(Formerly at Bevan & 1 st Ave.)
HAS NOW MOVED
to new, larger & better premises at
WE
KBYWARD BUILDING
Corner of Mills & McDonald Park Roads
Satellite Industries is well known throughout the 
Peninsula for all types of welding, metal working 
etc. Now, Ron Evans and his employees are more 
able to serve any needs in the metal working and 
welding fields.
COME S SEE US




‘who kribws?” she adds.
The show ht The Backroom Gallery, 2070 Oak Bay 
Avenue, djpens Sunday and frond Tuesday through 
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. until May 3.
Family Restaurant
Sn VERDIER, BRENTWOOD BAY
For Chinese and Western Food
DINE IN take OUT 
OPEN DAILY at 11 o,m. ^
AmiC&TIONS
r OPEIRtATOFIKS
Will rocoive their 1979 PARTIAL 
INTEREST REIMBURSEMENT 
under tho Agricultural Crodtl Act
if they are eligible and apply 
not later than
APRIL 30,1980
Application forms aro available 
at offices of the British Columbia 
Ministry of Agricultuio, Banks, 
Crodil Union, Farm Credit 
Corporation (Kelowna), Fedeial 
Business Development Bank and 
Veterans' Lond Act (Vancouver).
The reirnbursemont level for 
1979 is approximately 9%.
In order to quafify, form operators 
must submit their application 
forms bearing a postmark not later 
than APRIL 30, 1900,
Further onquirios should bo 
directed to your local British 
Columbia Ministry ol Agriculture 
office or Iho Agricultural Credit 
Branch, Victoria at 387-5121 
(local 213 or 247).




Victoria, British Columbia V8W 22:7
Province of British Columbln 
Ministry of Agriculture
i Km
Mf, Buiklftll nnd tils loitm ol (ixptjrlB tool Itwl Bpriny m 
In Itio ait tintl na woll na Ihoao dncoriilino, tonovatina 
(ind biiililiuu |)fO|«clfi lot winimof, Himiohls ol liips, 
hnlldayo find now enra nro on iual nboiil 
siuetyomt's (nindi
Until May 31,10110, Mr, DiilkI.ill wiinlii lo givo you n 
chnneo lo tullill nil yout r.prina limn wifituw.
oiildoors anil har-b-qiw siiimnn. nvnty viml lo Biiildali 
will givo you an oiitioiliinily In till nut ii Iron nnlty Inrm 
to win am ol livo Uttio Rod Chovrolul Mollbu 
Clnaslo SUvtIon Waoons iroia Gnnonil Moiors.
An woll as our vast Bolnclion ol (lurilitv homo and
■ o’h ■biJildino malm lain to hnlp yon biiiki a aindook, pul a 
now Inco on your homo u luni got rondy lot Ihn
No piirchfifui In micnanary frilnr ll'o conlusi na ollon 
11(1 you vfitili You may hn lliii winnnr ol ono ol Ihnao 
livo orwil nutomobdoB from Onnornl Motorn 
10110 Cliiivrolnt Malibu Claiiilic ■l-dnor Sialion 
WaQonu, coni()kiln willi Ihn lollowmo nquipmnnl; 
Aiitomallc tranamisBlon, F>owt*i ninonnfii, whilownll
III os, colour koyod analbolls, ronr window dnlrorilor, 
firxifl tnlrrora, doluKo whoni covorn, C.I.D, VO 
nnaiiw, AM radio, wcxjdorain body liido pnnolllriQ, 
tool can lor and fjownr Inlloain window and includiiB 
Irtiiulil, doaloi [iioparalion nnd liconao.
Stall spiino with tlw ooc'd advico you c,nn nlwnyii 
counI on Irorn Mr, OiilldnH's loam ol oxpmlu, Iho vrmi 
sninclion ol nil tho Ihinrjs you rmnd lor your proiocis 
and n chnneo lo win a now nulomobllo ns woll by 
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2046 Koaling X Road
